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PLANS GIANT POWER DAM
Brave^s B o w
In  3 - 2  C la s h
R H E
MILWAUKEE .  .  .  -  OOO 010 100-2 4  0 
NEW YORK . . . .  002 000 lO x-3  7 0
Buhl, Johnson (3rd inning), McMahon (8th inning) and 
lUcc; Turley aiid Berra. Loser: Johnson. Homers: M il.— Torre, 
Aaron; N .Y . — Berra and Bauer.
I NEW YORK (AP)—The New 
York Yankees tied the world ser­
ies at thrSe games apiece today 
I by defeating th e  Milwaukee 
Braves 3-2 in a battle of home 
r\ms. The seventh and deciding 
game will be played here Thurs­
day.
A crowd of 61,408 saw the 
Yanks back up the four-hit pitch­
ing of Bob Turley with a record 
long - range hitting display. 
Homers by Yogi Berra with one 
on base in the third inning and by 
Hank Bauer with the bases emp­
ty In the' seventh accounted for 
all the Yankee scores-.
Bauer’s deciding wallop came 
just after Hank Aaron had tied 
the score 2-2 in the top of the 
seventh with his third home run 
of the series. Earlier Frank 
Torree bad belted a homer into 
the stands for Milwaukee’s first 
I run.
BUHL TANKED
The Yankees pitcher,. driven 
p u t  early la  the third game of 
[the series, gave up only two 
walks and struck out eight in a 
fine performance, Bob Buhl, the 
Braves’ starting pitcher, was 
taken out after the Yanks had 
gone ahead in the thirdi Ernie 
I Johnson’s relief pitching stopped 
I the Yanks until the seventh.
I Don McMahon came in to pitch 
I the last inning for the Braves af- 
Iter Johnson had gone out fbr a 
I pinch hitter. Berra nicked him 
[for a double and reached thirc 
, I on Gil McDougald’s sacrifice. But 
MARALINGA, Australia (Reut- Wes Covington, Milwaukee’s ser- 
r ts )  — Britain's latest atdmic (es star, threw hifh, out a t  the 
vmapon was exploded above the pi^te after taking Lumpe’s fly in 
desert here today, obliterating the left field corner, 
the target area In a flash of flreJ Berra anS Bauer both figured 
and blast which sent up a 1,000- | iq world series records by to- 
foot cloud of red-blue smoke and 
dust.
Tha device, a missile warhead, 
was detonated from a balloon 
hanging in a blue sky 1,000 feet 
above the South Australian des­
ert. It sent down an enormous 
pressure wave to crush the small 
target area.
TOGIBERRA 
. . .  breaks record
4-
R e s o u r c e s
Atom Test
PATROLS HELP PREVENT ACCIDENTS
standing guard and helping 
to prevent what could be s»r- 
ious accidents is Keith Hough, 
a member of the high school 
traffic patrol force. These boys
who give part of their noon 
hour every school day offer 
protection to the hundreds of 
school children travelling busy 
streets. The school boy traffic
patrol' system was organized 
here several years ago. Police 
have warned motorists to~ give 
the youngsters the right-of-way
and also obey the 15-mlle-pei> 





See BRAVES BOW—Page 6
Ingrid Fools 'Em 
-No Rival This
PARIS (AP)—Parisians turned 
to stare, today as Ingrid Bergman 
showed a Hindu woman around 
town.
But it wasn't Spnali Das Gupta, 
allegedly ,a romantic interest of 
, Roberto, Rossellini, Miss Berg- 
MONTREAL (CP)—Non-operat- man’s husband.'
Ihg railway personnel will seek “This is Madame Lyla Oberol, 
‘‘pbstan iia l w a g e  increases,’’ whom my husband asked to look 
longer vacations and one extra me up,” Ingrid explained to phot- 
statutory holiday in new contract ographers who snapped her plc- 
demands, it was announced today. Lure at luncheon a t Maxim’s.
Chairman Frank Hall of Mont- "Madame Oberol is the daughter 
real made the announcement fol- of an Indian nuclear physicist ahd 
lowing fk three-day meeting of 14 wants to get in the movies." 
railway brotherhoods and other Sonall is repotted in Paris for 
unions bn demands to be made a meeting with Miss Bergman, 
iKfore Nov. 2. The present two- but If she actually is hero she 
year contract expires Pec. 31. I has kept out <it sight.
LONDON (AP)—The BBC set 
out to mystify its radio audience 
Tuesday night with a murder 
play called Death of a Lectdirig 
Lady—and succeeded beyond its 
fondest dreams. The play, which 
was recorded, came out back­
wards. .
The program began three min­
utes late and listeners were thor-
Rail Non-Ops 
Ask Pay Hike
oughly mystified to hear it start 
with the play’s detective sum­
ming up his conclusions.
This went on for eight minutes 
before an announcer interrupted, 
“We seem to be having a little 
trouble with the Death of a Lead­
ing Lady," he .said. "She seems 
very .dead at the moment."




VERNON—A delegation from 
the John Howard Society Tues- 
day night asked c|ty council's 
help to put a ntoy to placing of 
Juvenile offenders'in cells at the 
city lockup.
Addressing council on behalf of 
the group. Bishop A, 11. Sover­
eign said it ,1s against the law
KRUSHCHEV SAYS; 
1 1
NEW YORK (AP) — Nikita S. 
Khrushchev wants a top-level 
conference between U.S. and So­
viet leaders because he thinks 
the Two countries must either 
fight or talk things out. the New 
York times says to<lay. '
Soviet leaders were said to de­
sire a meeting of Khrushchev or 
Marshal Georgl 7-hukov. the So­
viet defent^e minister, with Presi­
dent Elsenhower.
Khrushchev indicated that (he 
bamching of the Soviet earth 
sAtclUte last week may bring the 
■ |^  countries closer to high-level 
tflks. reports Jam es Reston, 
rfiief of the Washington bureau 
The Times. \
IBKST SOLUTION
* 'Everyone h e r  « Reston 
Writes, "has the same answer to 
c«mpla'iDta about United State*- 
Hivlot differences in the Middle 
IHtst or Germaiw; High-level 
talks by MarshaU Zhukov, whose 
name and picture seem to be 
more and more prominent, or by 
Mr. Khnwhchcv.t’
Jnlarm td diplotsMU Th Motcowr
ff
believe that after the current UN will try to sot up disarmament
assembly session the ROsslans
T
NIKITA KHRUttllClIEV 
• • .  l«Uc er fight
talks involving Zhukov, Reston 
reports.
Khrushchev also showed Inter­
est In what he called “ new pro- 
K)sal,n" which the United States 
ins madcr to Increase cultural 
contacts in dtscvissions scheduled 
to begin in a few weeks.
BRITAIN OPPOSED
IDNDON (APt—Britain today 
declared her op|x»sltlon, to any 
negotiations iK'twecn the United 
Stale.-* and the Soviet Union on a 
pact for the International contr'ol 
of .satellites and space mlsslle.s.
A foreign office s|X)kesmnn de­
fined the RrlUsh (wsltion. |io  told 
reporters Rrltain would not want 
to separnle the control of otiter 
space >ni.s.slles from the fram*-- 
work of a wider first stage dl.s 
armament treaty.
He said the British government 
however, does favw the early ci- 
tablliihment of an international 
working parly that would begin 
sUtdylkg Iho type 'o f  bonli^ols 
needed for any kiUimato sysB^m 
of mlssllo control.
. ' ■ . ' i
that juveniles should be confin­
ed w'here adults are also im­
prisoned.
Conditions at the lockup are 
such that juveniles often have; to 
share colls with adult offenders; 
Bishop Sovereign slated, adding 
cells are in a |x>or stale mostly 
duo to lack of space.
Bishop Sovereign listed in­
stances of juveniles token into 
custody here. He described the 
"terrible conditions" u n d o r̂ 
which they wore kept In jail.
A 16-ycar-old girl from Kcl- 
ownrt was recently picked up, 
ho .said, and the only space avail­
able for hei- was a cell without a 
bed. The girl had to .sleep on a 
mattress with a blanket In the 
centre of the small cell. The 
wooden door outside the bars of 
the cell had to be opened for ven 
Illation a n d  anyone
then restarted it. This time the 
listeners heard suspects in the 
murder case being grilled, al­
though, as far as the air waves 
were' concerned there hadn’t  yet 
been a murder.
MUSIC NO HELP
The second tape ran oh for 18 
minutes and then the announcer 
interrupted again.
"Not much point to allowing 
this program to go on," he said. 
"rU  play some music until 10 
p.m.
He played a couple of bars and 
announced:
“That was It Might ns Well be 
Spring. It rnight ns well be 
spring. It might ns well be au 
tumn or next Thursday fortnight. 
We, will now hear the 10 p.m. 
time signal."
Some time passed, but the sig­
nal failed to .sound.
The disgusted announced apol- 
ogi'zcd, and expressed hope 
the next program would go on
roughly as advertised. It did.
A BBC spokesman said Death
of a Leading Lady was recorded 
on three tapes and tjiey were 
played in the wrong order.
What happened to the time sig­
nal? That’s still a mystery.
(The Canadian Press)
The largest man-made lake in the world located in the 
icart of a new industrial empire.
Such is envisaged by l^ m ie r W . A . C. Bennett in of­
ficially announcing a nine-figure hydro development scheme in 
the remote Rocky Mountain Trench area of northern British 
Columbia.
Findings of an engineering firm  retained by Wenner-Gren 
organization indicate that a 4,(KX),(XX)-horscpower develop­
ment is feasible. Project would cost $400,000,000 to $600j- 
000,000 and should begin supplying power in 1964.
Largest dam now in operation from standpoint of capacity 
is BouWer Dam in Colorado which generates 1,000,000 horse-- 
power. „Grand Coulee in Washington State manufactures
945,000. V  
Here are other' salient features 
of the announcement:
1. Project would create larg­
est man-made lake in  the world 
—over 260 mile* long.
2. Project would solve problem 
of salmon fisheries and power 
development.
3. Eliminate need for Fraser 
River development by providing 
ample pow'er for present and 
future requirement of Pacific 
Northwest a t lost cost.
4. Body of water created may 
change climate in huge area of 
northern and central B.C.' thus 
encouraging more settlement. .
5. Hart Highway and' PGE
would have to be relocated in 
some sections—without eost to 
government and without engin^ 
ering problems. • '
6. Would revolutionize econom­
ic development of central and 
northern B-C. and revolutionize 
electrometallurgical industry.
7. Power will be prodi 
cheaper than any other source 
in B.C.
GEOLOGICAL FAULT
The Rocky Mountain Trench is 
a huge geological fault, 10 to 20 
miles wide, which runs from the 
United States northwestward 
through B.C. into the Yukon.
Last w in ter' Mines Minister 
Kiernan announced tha t the pro­
vincial government had entered 
into an agreement with Swedish 
financier A x e l  Wenner-Gren 
under which a Wenner-Gren firm 
would conduct industrial surveys 
in the trench.
If proved feasible, the Wenner- 
See RESOURCES—Page 6
VANCOUVER (CP) -P re iirlle r 
Betm6R*Sf'nVennerV(yr«i‘?i"-^^ 
atanOundemant'was greeted tthilAy 
with' a mixture of skeptlclSRiiaiol 
enUiu$iasm'. . . >;
Political reactions were scep­
tical. The enthusiasm came from 
fisheries interests, Pnnee Georg* 
officials and Einar Gunderson; a  
nrorflicid director of Wenner-Gren , 
Development Co. Ltd.
(Opposition leader Robert Stra- 
chan called it a "give-away”  and 
“ a sell-out of the B.C, 'power 
commission.” ■ -
B.C. Conservative ' L e a  d  * 'r  
Deane Finlayson said the wbol* 
scheme may be a “ fantasy."
Liberal leader Arthur Laing 
called it “old stuff”—"almosL;* 
carbon copy” of a 1955 schema 
outlined by a Vancouver engineer.
Mr; Gunderson described it 
this way; “ I know of ito single 
event which is so important to 
the welfare of British Columbia 
or which will have such far- 
reaching effects . . . "
3 Said Killed 
In Air Crash
KENORA, Ont. (CP) — Three 
men were believed killed In the 
cra.sh of a Parsons Airways plane 
which was spotted today on the 
south shore of Tetu Lake in 
northwestern Ontario near the 
Manltpba-Ontarlo border.
The pilot of one of the search­
ing planes; Don Watson of Ken- 
orn, manaKcY" of Ontario Central 
Airways, said the Cessna 180 was 
- "burnt out" and there were bc- 
that|iicvcd to bo no survivors.
Ottawa Dresses 
For Royal Visit
OTTAWA (CP) -  Some 2,000 
flng.s and 10,000 yards of bunting 
are fluttering from government 
buildings as the cnpltar dres.ses 
up for the visit of Queen Ellz: 
abeth and Prince Philip.
Spotlights havh been sot up 
around the Parliament Building, 
etching Its stonework and the 
passing needle spire of the Pcaeo Tower
through the corridor could sccjngalnst the sky at night, 
the girl. Bishop Sovereign said. They will contlnub to do sp dur 
Ho also referred to an inslanccJlng the four nights the Royal vis 
whore a' juvenile gifl offender | ltor.s are liere, The bright lights 
had to bo iipprlsoned with a also will lilumlnato the lush
John Haig Sworn 
To Cabinet Post
OTTAWA (CP) — Senator John 
T. Hnlg, 85, bf Winnipeg, today 
was sworn into the cabinet as 
minister without portfolio. The 
veterpn senator last month wan 
named government leader in tire 
Senate, ,
drunken Indian woman and an 
other when six Iwys had to bn 
plaebd in one cell to sleep on 
blankets on the fhxir.
CITY’S RliSPONSIBILITY
Referring to the juvenile act. 
Bisliop Sovereign toht council R 
was the resixinslblllty of the mun­
icipality to provide for Juveniles 
proper .Mirroundings when taken 
Into custotly.
A detention home, he said, wn.s 
to(j costly to consider ,now hut 
he nsKcd tlial hi least one or two 
cells be set apart for Juvenile 
offenders.
Alderman Murray told Uie dele­
gation the tx)lico corrtmlt(cfl was 
not iBwar* of tho > situation and 
n»s\irc<l ihV cflmmlUcei,wmdd get 
to work on 'il Immciilalcly.
lawns on Parliament BIU for 
special night performances to be 
held In conjunction with the royal 
visit.
Oueen Vaccinated
Lo n d o n  (Reuters) — The 
Queen and the, Duke of Edin­
burgh, who leave for Canada and 
the United States on Saturday, 
have been vaccinated against 
Aslan flu, It was announced to­
day.
All members of the royi?l house­
hold nijcompnnyliig the Queen 
and the duke have been similarly 
vncelnatcd, Buckingham Palace 
sa id .' ' T ' '
DRINK GUARANTEED FOR FLYING 
LEAPS, WITH BEEPS, TO MOON
HUR LKA, Calif. (A P ) —- A tnven owner concocted 
sx satHliic cocktail rucstlay, contending that after one dririk 
yow’lM iikc a flying leap at the moon.
"The base 1.h vodka, of course,” >ay» Donn WlHson, 
the originator, ' but tho rest of ilio content* arc sccrcl, 
comrade." Hci claimed one,patron had two and look off, 
iKcping.
Albert Gibb, faihUiarly known 
by hundreds pf oldtlmera and 
those not so old, as "B ert" Gibb, 
a former city alderman and 
storekeeper, died last night after 
many months of failing health. 
He. was 84 ‘years of age and had 
been a local resident since 1913.
The late M r.^ lb b  retired sev­
eral years ago after a distinguish­
ed record of civic service and in 
business in the city. Gibb’* Groc­
ery, a t St. Paul and Cawston, was 
founded by him and still remains 
Ih the family, operated by a 
stepson, Harold Pettman.
His 44 years of residence in 
the city was broken only by a 
span of three years, from 1915 
to 1918, during which he served 
with the Canadian infantry 1" 
World W«r L starting out with 
the 172nd Bpttalion and ending 
with the S4tli Battalion. '
POLICE COMMISSION
Mr, Gibb reached the highest 
prominence in, Joc.ol clrries while 
serving on the city council In the 
late thirties. He also serVed for 
a number of years on the city’s 
police commission before policing 
was turned over to the B.C. 
Provincial Police.
Ho was ,a past president of the 
Kclowna*'Brnnch of the Canadian 
Legion and also of the Orchard 
City Lodge of th e ' Sons of Eng­
land.
Bori) In Chlddlngly, Sussei, 
England, December 30, 1873, he 
was, grounded in the grocery 
business and aIfo served M * 
"bobby” on the metmpollUn 
police force In Ivondon for two 
vears. He also served with the 
East Sussex conatabtdary for 
seven years.
Immedlatoly prior to itoming to 
Kelowna t*  Join his late brother, 
James, he op*r*t*d « public 
house. Before Opening storf 
here, ho was employed „as city 
policeman end for *  number o 
V e n r a a* , yrarchousemen * t  
Canadian' Cenners, ' ,f,t.
Mr. Gibb died hast night in the
locat hospital. His late residence 
was 1876 Marshall St.
Predeceased by his first wlM. 
the former Beatrice A. Beeney, 
whom he m arried in England, he 
leaves his second wife, Oertrode 
(the former Mrs. PettmanJ, eW  
one daughter. Mrs. Lena Co<w, 
Vancouver, and one son, ErneSt, 
in England.
Also surviving are two stepsons; 
Charles and Harold Pettman, and 
six grandchildren, as well as'tw * 
brothers In England—Walter nno 
Luther. He was predeceased 
daughter, in 1920. .
Funeral service will b* 
at t  p.m. at St. Mlchscl and iUt 
Angels' Church, with Ven, D, 8. 
Catchpole officiating. Buriel wBL 
be In the family plot, a t  th*
Kelowna cemetery.'
Pallbearers will be members 
the .Sons of England. Kelown* 
Funeral Director* have been eft* 
trusted wUh the arrangements,
» , r  .  . . . ' i
t
v.i' ■ 'll
r —  
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Should-Names Be Published
-In Connection
Over in Victoria jrecently a doctor wrote 
to the Victoria Times taking exception to the 
-  use of names where a medical man had been 
“ chared by the police with an offence. The 
argument was that, whether guilty or inno­
cent was eventually established, the mere 
publication of the name in connection with 
;  the charge may be aufficient to destroy the 
man's practice and ruin his livelihood.
The conclusion is that newspapers 
should refrain from publicizing such cases 
until guilt or innocence is determined by the 
i^ r t .  The implication is that newspapers are 
at best unsympathetic, at worst hostile or mal­
icious, in making a man's name public.
The Victoria Times comments upon the 
substance of the letter as follows:
1 "Individual cases may have some sup- 
jpbrt on> emotional grounds. The argument. 
Ifails In every other respect.
“The major purpose of a newspaper is to 
report the activities and events of the world 
and the community in which it. circulates. 
Charges laid by the police, and Incideiits 
which take place in a public courtroom, dis- 
 ̂ tressing as they may be for the individual 
- concerned are part of the public business of 
I a community. In  reporting pdice and court
• news, the newspaper is only repeating infor-
• mation that'b |^ already bem made available 
! to such members of the public as c a r^  to 
;  be present at the court sitting. Would it be
• logical to go to the root of the matter and 
\ insist that all business of the public courts be 
I  held in camera?
• "So much for the basic principle of news
Court
reporting. The suppression argument is then 
likely to shift to individual cases. This reason 
and that reason can be advanced why a parti­
cular case should not be publicized. But 
every case is a particular c^ e  for someone. 
The ultimate result of this reasoning could 
only be that no court case would be made 
public, and this would certainly not be in 
the public interest.
"There should not be immunity from 
publicity for some citizens and not for others. 
Lawyers, teadien, businessmen, tradesmen, 
laboren and newspapermen— no less than 
doctors— may suffer from association with 
a criminal.or civil charge. Given a fair-mind­
ed community, a man of good repulation 
w ill weather sudi mbfortune. No newspaper 
could operate on a basb of arbitrary cen- 
sortiiip by its editors and long retain thc'con­
fidence or respect of the reading public.
"There is another aspect not often con­
sidered by advocates of protective censor­
ship. Full publicity, within the limits of ob­
scenity >and libel imposed by the law, is it­
self a form of protection for ^  involved in a 
court case. Publishing experience around the 
world long ago proved that rumor can be 
much more destructive than factual report­
ing. Where the truth is deliberately hidden, 
scandalous exaggeration can take over and 
cause much greater discomfort than the real 
• facts.
"Reporting of facts and establishment 
of the truth regardng what is going on in  a 
community is one of thc chief services render­
ed by a newspaper. I t  is a principle that must 
be observed in its entiretj' or not at all.”
Doing Duty
O HAW A REPORT
Stursberg Is 
P.AA.'s "Ghost
A  few weeks ago the provincial govern­
ment announced a policy of retrenchment by 
. way of a. reduction in staff. This has resulted 
in considerable unjust criticism of the gov­
ernment.
Critics of the govefni^ent have fmled to 
appreaato.rthat tiw  provincial government 
does hot^exist to provide jobs out of public 
fdnds. This idea may be somewhat of a 
shock for some, but the fact is that the gov- 
.''cmmcnt is not, or should not be, an employ­
ment agency.
The government’s first duty is to the 
taxpayers, who in the case of the province 
comprise the whole population. Its civil ser­
vice should be no larger than is necessary to 
provide efficient administration. It  is not a 
government's function to create unnecessary 
positions, or maintain them if  they have al­
ready, been created,, just for the purpose'of 
keeping people employed.
In  order that a government may be able 
to retain a competent staff there must be an 
element of security which comes from per? 
manenry of appointment. That is not to be 
disturbed by the British Columbia govern­
ment's announced policy of staff reduction. 
N o^he, according to the statement made by 
M r. Bennett, is going to be fired from the 
civil service simply to enable the government 
to save money. The policy will be to drop 
redundant posts from the civil service list 
when they fall vacant, and to meet abnormal 
or spasmodic pressures by means of tempor­
ary appointments.
Laughter Declared Top Weapon 
For Fighting Mental Diseases
Civil service staff everywhere, at all 
levels of government, have a way of grow­
ing out of hand numerically. I t  is the pro­
vincial government’s declared intention to 
put a stop to this so far as B.C. is concerned. 
T im  newspaper very much doubts the gov­
ernment w ill succeed in its objective of re­
ducing the sta]̂  by S pee jeent. Oiyh ser% c 
staffs are pretty well entrenched and pretty 
close knit. Other governments have tried the 
same thing but have been forced through 
passive resistance to quietly forget their wor­
thy objective^ Indeed, some of them have 
ended up finding that they not only do not 
have a smaUer staff, but they do have a larger 
one, However, should the present attempt 
Succeed the government wiU be doing  ̂no 
more than discharging an obligation to ‘the 
public as a whole.
It  is difficult to sec how'ariyone is going 
to be hurt unfairly in the process. The protest 
from some quarters that this poUcy is in re­
taliation for pay increases won recently by 
the employees’ organization is irrelevant even 
if  it were founded on fact. Through those in­
creases the government has been confronted 
with a heavy and unbudgeted drain on public 
funds, and it is its duty to use all legitimate 
and practical means to hvoid passing along to 
the taxpayers any more of the extra burden 
than is necessary. In  any case, pay increases 
or no pay increues, if this or any other gov­
ernment finds itself with more staff than it 
can mefully employ it has a responsibility to 
retrench.
LONDON (A P)-t.aughter is a 
weapon in fighting life’s long bat­
tles.
Britain’s National Association 
for Mental Health says:
‘‘A sense of humor is the great­
est help in facing difficulties of 
any kind, and disproportionate 
worry is a common sympton 
among neurotic people.
“People who can’t  laugh at 
themselves usually take them­
selves too seriously, or they may 
suffer from a s^nse of inade­
quacy which makes them refuse 
to admit that they can be fool­
ish o r  wrong.’’
’This and other conclusions are 
given in a booklet trying to an­
swer the questions most fre 
qiiently -asked about mental 
health. One leading question is 
this:
Can present day noises—jet 
planes, loud TV sets, pneumatic 
drills,- screeching automobile 
brakes—drive a person crazy?
The answer is—no.’’
A NUISANCE
“There is little evidence that 
these loud noises are much more 
than a general nuisance,’’ said 
tile experts.
‘In some cases they may ap­
pear to be the last straw which 
caused the breakdown, and they 
may -assume undue importance 
in patients who are really break­
ing down from other causes.’’ 
Still another often-asked aiues- 
tion was:
Does fear of sex, or an ignor­
ance about sex, upset the balance 
of the mind?’’
The answer:
“Where people have a mental 
breakdown foUowing reaction to 
stress, this is often connected 
with sexual difficulties, as these 
present some of life's major prob­
lems.’’ *
The experts say a happy child­
hood is good insurance against 






OTTAWA-Under tho h 
“Stursberg P.M.'s Ghosi ' an 
Ottawa nowsviaper has ju.st pub­
lished what has been Parliament 
Hill gossip for many pays. This 
ruoior is tlial the Prime Minis­
ter has npixilnted Peter Stursberg 
to ghost-write specche.s for him.
Stursberg is an cx-newspajier- 
man and ex-radi*castcr who has 
travelled far around the world in 
the -13 N ears’ since he was born 
in China. His father emigrated 
from Germany to work in the 
Chinese ix)stal service, until he 
retired to British Cc-lumbin’s 
pleasant retreat. Victoria.
There the young Stursberg got 
hi.s first job with Uic Victoria 
"Times.’’ In 1938 he moved to 
England, under the valuable sys­
tem of exchange newspaper jobs 
arranged by the Commonwealth 
Press Union. For nine months he 
worked on I/vndon’s' “Daily Hor- 
alcl,’’ the official organ of the 
British socialist party. Back in 
Canada once mort?, he got a job 
at the Vancouver “Province."
In 1911 Stursberg switched to 
the Canadian Broadcasting Cor- 
ixirntion, and worked for it in 
various jxirts of Europe until 
1015. when he returned to the 
Daily Herald’’ for five years, 
covering mostly Middle Ea.stern 
and Asian news stories. From 
1950 to 195G. he roi^iortcd for the 
CBC from the United Nations in 
New York, and then he joineii 
the Toronto “Star.”
NO GHOST NEIOJED BY P.M.
His rumored npixiintmenl to 
ghost-write for Mr. Diefenbaker 
has stirred up so much criticism 
here that the grounds should be 
examined. These are that he has 
worked outside Canada for so 
long that he is out of touch with 
Canadian.s and their politics: 
that he has worked largely for 
workers on the political left, and 
hence has been trained to politi­
cal reactions very different from 
those of the Conservatives; that 
our “Golden Voice of the P rair­
ies’’ has amply proved that no­
body can match his owh speech- 
writing; and—sarcastically—that 
last June Canadians voted for a 
change, but it would be no change 
to hear the same old Stursberg 
commentaries so familiar over 
the CBC coming to us through 
the lips of the Prime Minister. 
Much of this criticism is un-
______ __ ________  ____  _  founded; some of it stems from
Kelowna in 1893 from Toronto. In 1 jealousy. But even Conservatives
BYGONE
DAYS
10 YEARS AGO 
October, 1047
A. L. Patterson l^as been 
awarded the contract by Kelowna 
School District No. 23 for con­
struction of the new Graham St. 
primary school. Mr. Patter.<;on 
submitted a tender for $22,400, 
reported to be the lowest bid,
A pioneer local teacher visited 
many friends in Kelowna. G. W. 
Watson of Vancouver came to
It; ter’s staff. He will certainly 
never be created an official E l̂- 
gar Bergen to use Mr. Diefeu- 
baker as his Charlie McCarthy, 
which is what the Ottawa news- 
paiH'r rcixut could have implied.
Of course any busy man m 
public lifv' today needs a staff lo 
research the material for, his de­
cisions us well ns for his speech­
es, even though a giftetl court­
room orator like the Bight Hon.- 
John Diefenbaker docs not need 
anyone to round Uic phra.scs for 
him.
This kind of work is what Peter 
Stursberg, with his world-wide 
cxtH'i'icnee. could do with nhr.tvst 
effortless ability. So a vacancy 
which ho might fill is the sigai- 
Jicanl one of research as.sistant 
in tlic ministry of national de­
fence. :» jx)st formerly held un­
der Lilx'ral Minister Ralph Camp- 
ney by Vancouver newspaperman 
Erwin Kreutzweiser.
The late Mackenzie King’s ven­
tures into that particular realm 
of gho.sts is still rccollcclcd with 
amusement here. He called ujxvn 
one of Canada’s greatest masters 
of the English language, Leominl 
Brockington, to ghost .- write 
s|)ceches for him. But ho quickly 
unloaded that genius when it be­
came obvious that hfs product 
was too good to be “Kihg.’’ 
Ottawa folklore tells,That the 
ex-ghost lamented; “ 1 thought^ I 
was called to Ottawa to bh gen­
eral practitioner to the body jwli- 
tic of the l.ibcral Party, but 
found that I was expected-to dt-- 
baso my talents as oratorical 
midwife to an intellectual virgin.’’
BIBLE THOUGHT ^
Bring forth fruits worthy of 
repentance. Luke 3:8.
Talk is cheap, but action speaks 
louder than words.
Many Canadian business men and in­
dustrialist are somewhat concerned regard­
ing the position of Britain, with respect to 
. the establishment of the European common 
market. Under the common market agree­
ment the aim is to establish a system ot free 
trade between the countries of western Eur­
ope and Britain is likely to be involved in this 
trading agreement.
Because of this British leaders have been 
somewhat cool toward the Canadian sug­
gestion of a Commonwealth trade conference. 
T h e y  see the possibility that areas ot con­
flict may arise between the two ideas of 
trade. ,
Canadians, however, have to team to 
face facts in connection with trade. 'iThis 
country is anxious to increase Its trade with 
Britain and other Commonwealth cdiintrles, 
biit we have to realize that, because of our 
own high standardyof Uving, our price levels 
have reached a point at which Britait^ can­
not. {n some instances, afford to do bttilnesi
with Canada.
Certainly we would like to sell more 
or'our apples and lumber, our wheat and our 
baam , our butter, cheese and tobacco to 
Britain, but the price ta ^  are a considerable 
handicap to doing business.
We cannot blame Britain, which has to 
import some 70 per cent of its foodstuffs, 
for seeking to buy in the most favorable .mar­
kets. We cannot criticize Britain for refus­
ing to enter into the international wheat agree 
ment because the fixed pricO was higher than 
she could pay, and higher than she did have 
to pay foe wheat requirements. <,
Canadians have to recognize th'at 
high‘Priced economy such as ours is hot con­
ducive to imircasing exports to countries 
which have a lower price standard. If  we 
have priced ourselves out of the world mar­
kets for the commodities or which we have 
suqdwes available for export, we cannot 
well place the blame on dther countries
FORT ST. JOHN, B.C. (CP)— 
A large party of business men 
were given a look recently at the 
northern terminus of Frank Mc­
Mahon’s $200,000,000 Westcoast 
Transmission project.,
Peace River natural gas be­
gan flowing into distribution 
lines throughout British Colum­
bia shortly after noon Tuesday 
when Prem ier Bennett officially 
opened the 650-mile pipeline in 
ceremonies at Vancouver.
Friday nearly 150 investment 
men and bankers were flown 
from Calgary and Vancouver to 
the starting point here of the 30- 
Inch main line.
They saw producing gas and 
oil wells “ flared’’ and toured the 
McMahon plant, an $30,000,000 
industrial complex 13 miles S9uth 
of here at Taylor, oh the banks 
of the Peace River.
The installation Includes a 
scrubbing plant, a refinery and 
a sulphur plant. The function of 
the plant is to treat “ sour" gas, 
or gas containing liquid hydro­
carbons, before it enters thc 
pipeline. The end products arc 
sweht" gas for the pipeline and 
number of by-products.
LONDON (Reuters)—A Soviet 
scientist says Russia’s ultimate 
aim in launching satellites is to 
“create a platform in the proxim­
ity of Soviet land from which-.it 
will be possible to launch space 
ships.”
The scientist, iProfessor Yuri 
Alexandrovich Pobedonostsey, 
was replying over Moscow radio 
to questions sent in by listeners 
on the functions and aims of the 
satellite.
“ It would have been premature 
to create such a large ship or 
satellite inhabited by people or 
equipped with the latest technical 
equipment necessary for sending 
such ships to other planets be 
fore space has been studied," 
the professor said.
Such problems as “ the dangers 
of cosmic rays to living orgau 
isms in thc ship” had to be stud­
ied before a large station coulc 
be created.
the summer of 1894, Mr. Watson 
drove to Kamloops in a rig to 
take teaching examinations. That 
fall he helped to organize the 
Mission School District.
A total of 892,721 boxes of Mc­
Intosh apples have been shipped 
to Caiiadian and American mar­
kets—more than double the num­
ber compared with the corre­
sponding date las t year, J. G. 
Wdst, advertising m.anager of 
B.C. T ree Fruits Ltd., announced,
20 YEARS AGO 
October, 1937^
Building permits are expected 
to reach the impressive total of 
$150,000 by the end of the year.
30 TEARS AGO 
October, 1927
'There was a large gathering 
of Indians last Sunday afternoon 
a t the funeral of Dominique, a 
Cree Indian who had married 
into the local tribe. He was in­
terred in the Indian Cemetery at 
Westbank.
complain that they know as little 
about Stursberg as he knows 
about Canada; that they cannot 
even remember his unusual name 
which sounds so like an order at 
a hot dog stand: and that his 
background must lead to thinking 
considerably more left-wing than 
what would be desirable in a 
Conservative prime minister. 
Hence the wags have dubbed the 
reputed ghost as “the short-order 
socialist” .
RUMORS—JUST RUMORS
This speculation is at least pre­
mature, because Peter Stursberg 
has not yet been officially ap­
pointed to act as ghost or in .any 
other role on the Prime M'nis-
In winter, connect the sum­
mer garden hose to m basement 
tnp, handy in a fire emergency.
veiy 




.MOSCOW (API —  H w Sovtel 
Vnton ha* •  m w  totho-ccw 
Dlaua, the Mdakva, whtcli U caua 
Sbebest In tha worid.
tllil* ie(Hpaas«DMc
nlaoa la a  ihalf Ixrottiar o t  um 
ta t TtJ-lM which 
Itew iha Atlantic. ,
Oommunlat wmreaa eUtm It la 
baUar tthan th* BrUtol llrttannla 
« r tha Vtifiount. both built |n 
Itritain. The United States pro­
duce* nothing in thta ,
Dcaigntur l^rgei Ilyushin pro­
duced Um Moakvn to- ftU an 
urgent need In the vast Soviet 
Umon for • • la rg e , test, ahott- 
lendlng turbo-pr<^ plane.______
U.S. P lin  [xtontion  
Of N.W.T. A irfid d t
OTTAWA <d») — The United 
Statee govyenment plana to spend 
B(»ne •M.009,000 tor runway ex- 
tenstona a t the nlrflelda a t Ib r t  
Churchill, Man., and Frobtsher
Bay, N.W.T.
TiMi exlensiooa a n  neccseary 
■o that the alrftelda can accom- 
inodato American tanker plane* 
which refuel tii flIgH the Jet 





UNnXD NATIONS, N.V. (CP) 
—Western delegetea of some 21 
countries are planning to seek 
speedy discussions of their new 
dlsermament plan as the UN aa- 
sembty'a chief poUtlcal„comtnlt- 
tee moved into action.
With the political committee 
holding Its organisation meeting 
today, the Western delegates put 
finishing touches on a rcsolutltm 
based on the West’s general arms 




NEW YORK (AP)—Robert Me 
Lean, pre.Mdcnt and publl.sher of 
Tho Philndelphln (Evening) Bul- 
etin, resigned yesterday ns presi­
dent of Tho Associated Press, and 
Benjamin McKelwny, editor of 
the Washington Star, was elected 
to succeed, him;
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H a re  a-
'  40 YEARS AGO
October, 1917
A letter received this week 
from France gives the informa­
tion that H. G. M. Gardiner has 
been seriously wounded in the 
arm. Sgt. Gus Moon has also 
been wounded,
50 y e a r s  AGO 
October, 1907
From a real estate adverti-ie- 
m ent—For sale—6 roomed house 
and lot in town, $1850. Half acre 
in Parkdale, close to town, 250 
foot frontage on a main street— 
$500.
Off To Fight The Dragon
Russ Marshal 
Greeted Coldly
BELGRADE , (AP) — Marshal 
Georgi Zhukov, the: Soviet de­
fence minister, arrived here for 
an eight-day vl.slt and received 
a singularly unspectacular wel­
come.
Although tho visit by Russia’.s 
top soldier was hailed liero as a 
gesture of new harmony be­
tween the armed forces o f . tlie 
two countries, Zhukov whs given 
strictly the protocol , Ireatmonl 
duo n visiting defence minister 
from n sister Communist state,
d e m e r a r a
This iuivcrtiscmcnt is not published or displayed by tho Liquojl̂  
Conirol Board or bv the ritwornment of Rriii<h roliimMV*'
•  GIVE ONCE 
•  GIVE GENEROUSLY
Canvassers To Call 
Until Sat., October 12
; • . t
Campaign Office 527 Bernard or Tlione 36()a
K elow na is 
G ro w in g '... 
C om m unity  
H eeds  




1958 KELOWNA AND D ISTR ib COMMUNITY CHEST
Increased Membership For 
Civic Music Association
Presklent Dr. W alter A i^ rso n  
announces an increase of SO in 
Qvlc Music Concerts Associa* 
tk »  membersMp. Tbe association 
observed Civic Music Week dur* 
ins the latter part of September, 
during which all members pay 
dues for another season, and new 
members are, invited to join.
Artistf oratracted |o r  tee com­
ing seasm  are: Ruth Sllnczynska, 
the now famous pianist whose 
story w a s”featured in McCall's 
Magaxine and Reader’s Digest. 
Robert M cFerrte—negro bari­
tone pictured on tee cover of 
August “Musical America." Mr. 
McFerrin won the Metropolitan 
Opera auditions of the air and 
made his debut there January 27, 
1955 as Am<»u>sio m Verdi's 
opera, “Aida."
P ilar Lorenger, s i^ a n o  from 
Spain, and presently under con­
tract to  S. Hurok—which in itself 
places her among the favored 
few. She is young and beautiful, 
with rave notices from Covent 
Garden. Paris and Brussels.
Iva j^ tchell, tee great dance 
satirist, should be a wonderful
addition to the present roster of 
iCelowna Civic Artists. Miss Kit- 
chell is especially suited to  a 
small theatre such as the Em' 
press, because her work i'l inti­
mate. exquisitely fimny and 
beautifully sensitive. She is call­
ed America’s first lady of ballet 
clowning.
The te s t  concert is announced 
for November 28 with Ruth Slen- 
ezynska the artist. ITie remaining 
dates will be announced to Gvic 
members on receipt of their 
membership cards.
MARILYN GRACE BELL Dl LASCiO TO LIVE IN U.S.
Shown In her bridal gown, 
atove, is Marilyn Grace Bell, 
Canada’s swimming heroine, 
'  and daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Sid Bell, Port Credit, Ont., who 
was married recently to Joseph 
Wesley “Chip” Di Lascio, son 
of Mr,;^|ind Mrs. J . Di lascio ,
Atlantic City, N .J., in St. Am­
brose Roman Catholic Church, 
Ontario.
Marilyn Grace Bell, petite. for«..^lasseSj^^,.m
Which'she w a s ,s tu d ^ g  at McGillyoung miss who captured Cana' 
dian hearts four years ago with 
1»er swimnring conquest of.-Lake 
Ontario, recently was tearr|ed |Jd 
J .  Wr*‘ChlR’’ Di Lascioi. aaCvsrill' 
live in Atlantic City, wherSL'tee 
name Marilyn Bell began oqfiti 
way to fame.
Meeting in 1954, when Marilyn 
was in Atlantic City to compete 
In tee great swimi the pair have 
%ince corresponded, and have met 
now and then as time permitted. 
They have furnished an apartr 
ment in Camden, N.J., where the 
groom is employed as a parole 
officer. Looking forward to the 
life of a housewife, Marilyn hints 
that she might also look around
University Iasi year.
For her marriage Marilyn 
):Ka|e a full-length monastery 
^ ^ ite  brocade gown. The long 
^orso-effect bodice was topped 
with a deiep scoop neckline, tee 
sheath sleeves came to  points 
over her hands, and the full bouf­
fant skirt terminated in a  grace­
ful sweep.
For her headdress, Marilyn 
chose a crossing.bandeau, pearl- 
studded, which held in place her 
illusion fingertip veil. Her bou­
quet was all wMte, composed of 
lily-of-the-valley, gardenias, ste- 
phanotis and heather.
Maria Brink, a school chum.
two cousins of the groom, Mary 
Gertrude and Carmel la Carsan- 
ero, and Marilyn’s yopng sister, 
Karen, a tte n d ^  her. All were 
gowned alike in waltz-length 
ethereal blue peau-de-soie, styled 
with Sabrina necklines and panels 
of unpressed pleats at tee sides





Home With Bachelor 
When Husband Absent?
DEAR MARY HAWORTH: 1 
have read your column for some 
time and respect your sincere 
and candid opinions. I would 
greatly appreciate your thoughts 
on the following:
My sister Jean was recently 
married to a young man whose 
family lives in England. Bob 
(I’ll call him! has a younger 
broteer Roy, who is coming to 
this^country.
Bob and Jean are  looking for 
an apartment large enough to 
accommodate themselves and 
Roy when he arrives. They feel 
it would be unkind of them not 
to take Roy into their home. This 
in itself might be all right; but 
as Bob is  with the Merchant Mar­
ines, he is home only eight days 
a month. This would mean that, 
for most of tee time, Jean and 
her brother-in-law would be shar­




I  have told Jean  that I  feel it 
is improper for Roy to stay with 
them in these circumstances. But 
she and her husband express the 
opinion that I ani narrow-minded 
and suspicious—as is anyone, 
they say, who would see anything 
wrong. in this “boy” (as they 
call'him ) living with them.
Rutland Girl 
Wed In First 
United Church
Rev. R. S. Leitch officiated at 
the marriage solemnized in First 




New officers wena*. installed 
and plans made tor a& active sea­
son a t the test meeting this 
seasqp of the Ladles* Curling 
Oub.
Succeeding Mrs. Phil Baron as 
president is Mrt. Harold August. 
Other executive members are: 
Mrs. Peter J ,  Iteigh, vice-presi-, 
dent; Mrs. H. A. Truswell, secre­
tary; Mrs. Ann Alston, treasur­
er; Mrs. Harold Henderson and 
Mrs. O. Boake, afternoon draw 
ing committee; Mrs. Ron Weeks 
and Mrs. Carl Stevenson, eve­
ning drawing committee: Mrs. J, 
A. Witt, bonsplel committee; Mrs
George Cmolik and MIrt. Muriel 
Willows, prize committee; Mrs. 
H. S. McArthur, house e ^ m il*  
tee; Mrs. Frank Bebb, intar- 
clubs; Mrs. Cecil Reed, zona 
representative; Mrs. Fred Had* 
field, scrapbook; Mrs. R . 8 . 
Gregory, pins; Miss P a t Cum­
mings, membership;’Mlrs. Haxokl 
Long, publicity; Mrs. Yem  
Ahrens, ways and fneans.
G ub members expressed tea 
wish that curlers, expfrienced e r  
otherwise, a t tc i^ ' the general 
meeting October 23. Those In­
terested are asked to  call Mlsa 
P at Cummings a t 2735 for fur­
ther informaUon.
I’ve suggested that they ^ d  
an apartment or room for Hoy 
close by; and offer him evei^ 
assistanpe in making business 
of tee bouffant skirts. Flowers I and social contacts. In other 
representing autumn made up words, do everything to help him 
their coronet headdresses, and make his home here—but don’t 
they carried brilliant bouquets of start him off on the wrong foot 
autumn blooms. in the situation. I  do hope tea t
The wedding cake was made you will advise us.T hank you.T— 
by the grandmother of the bride, S.S.
Mrs. Jam es Phillips. For a motor p o s s ib l e  REASONS 
trip, destination tmknown, the pOR SUCH VENTURE 
beaming bride wore a chic navy DEAR S.S.: You write from a 
fitted suit with a  white furry felt great city. And i t  may be Bob’s
hat and white orchid corsage.
LET'S EAT
Favorite Dish Is Served In The 
Ancient Tradition At Festival
B Y  ID A  B A IL E Y  A LLE N
All the world celebrates and 
gives thanks lor the autumn har­
vest.
One very Interesting celebra­
tion is that of the Hebrews who 
combine the autumn thanksgiv­
ing festival with the holidays of 
Succoth.
HEBREW WORD
“ Succoth" is a Hebrew word 
meaning huts or booths.
As a symbol and reminder of 
the fragile shelters of the chU: 
dren of Israer during their 40 
years’ wandering In the wilder­
ness, synagogues, temples and 
groups of neighbors erect booths 
outdoors or indoors. They gar­
land teem  with vines, bunches 
of grapes, . ad(j red and green 
apples, cars of corn and pump­
kins. and cat under, the shelter. 
MINIATURE BOOTH 
Or a  table setting may have a 
centrepiece of a miniature “Suc- 
cah" or booth decorated with 
greens. On each side of this set- 
tlnif a re  largo platters of fruit, 
strudel, mondclbrod (almond 
slices) and dishes of candy. Sac­
ram ental cups of wine arc a r­
ranged on a tray.
DINNER IH THE TRADmON 
OFF SUCCOTH 
Before dinner, the mother 
lights the candles in the Sucenh 
o r booth, and the father blesses 
land says grace over the wine and 
the bread, both always providixl 
In the ancient trndltlon^
MENU
Chicken Noodle Soup 
, Roast Turkey Green Peas 
Carrot npd Prune Tzlmmcs 
Kasha and Mushrooms 
Beet Relish Salad 
Apple Tortc
, ‘ , Tea with lx?mon
AH meosurements ore level; 
recipes proportioned to serve 
to «.
Carr«t;-and Prune Talmmea: 
Wash, |KCl ond slice ‘j  lb. car 
rots and 1 lb. sweet |>otnlocs. Put 
in a saucepan. Add Tin. boiling 
water and I Isp. salt. C(>vcr. Cook 
25 min., nr until tender,
Drain If neees.snry. Mash with 
H  tap. ground pepj>er. tsp 
grouivd ginger and h  tap. suit.
Next, cvit' 1 c. pittc<l, soaked 
dried prunes In small pieces, OH 
a  I-ql. casserole. Fill with olter- 
tiating layers of enm ds, ixitatdes 
ami prunes, IwMinttIng ami ending 
with vegetables. Over end* layer 
drizzle I tbsp. honey and I tsp, 
chicken (ati 
, ,Baka 45 min. In a moderate
DEFTLY DRAPED
oven, 350 deg. F., or until lightly 
browned. Garnish with pitted 
soaked dried prunes.
Kasha and Mushrooms en CaS' 
svrole: Measure IVz c. kasha 
(backwheat grains) into a large 
frying pan. Add 1 unbeaten smaU 
egg. Stir over low heat until the 
grains are coated.
Transfer to a 2-qt. casserole. 
Stir in ^4 tsp. salt, 2Vt tbsp. chick­
en fat or salad oil, 2>/4 c. boiling 
chicken broth and lb. washed, 
fresh mushrooms cut in bite-sized 
pieces. Cover.
Slow-bake l\4-2 hrs., or until 
the grains arc tender and the 
liquid absorbed. Add ihore liquid 
as needed.
RAW BEET RELISH 
FROM THE CHEF
Combine 2 c. fine-grated raw 
beets, Vi c, prepared horseradish, 
tsp. sugar and Vii c. not-sweet 
French dressing. Chill a t Icost 
1 hr.
MOTHER DISCHARGED
NORTH VANCOUVER (C P )-  
A North Vancouver mother 
whoso year-old son strangled to 
death In his high chair; was re 
leased from General Hospital 
following treatment for shock 
Tho youngster, Frank Paddock, 
son of Mr. and Mrs, George Pad- 
dock slipped poirt way out of his 
liigh chair while his mother was 
outside.
idea that Jean, being so 
should have a  reliable protector 
on the premises, while he is off 
a t sea. Also, Jean  may welcome 
such company, as a  sort of anti­
date to loneliness during Bob’s 
absence. Possibly that’s why they 
insist upon finding an apartment 
with room for Roy,
Or they may figure that Roy 
would be a  financial help to teem
in the role of star boarder, after 
he latches on to a job here. They 
may estimate that his contribu 
tion to household expenses would 
permit them to save a little 
money rjegularly—for investment 
or for home-buying later.
Or, more improbably, it may 
be pure stubborn sentiment in 
Bob’s heart—a conviction that he 
owes his brother 100 percent hos­
pitality onr his arrival here, and 
indefinitely afterwards. But in 
any case, whatever his and Jean’s 
real reasons for planning the 
three-way set-up, they are mak­
ing a mistake if they go through 
with it.
SUCH A SET-UP 
IS INADVISABLE
Let’s be frank. If Jean and Roy 
live as domestic companions 
during Bob’s sea trips, they will 
be occupying, and accepting, a 
situation known to theologians as 
a “proximate occasion”  of , sin. 
They wiU have thrown prudence 
to tee winds, in dealing with the 
stuff of human nature—which is 
weak, variable and vulnerable at 
best. *
Second, even if their moral 
character should be incorrupt­
ible, still people would be sure to 
gossip about appearances—thus 
costing aU three a general Joss of 
social t ^ e  in the community. 
'Die situation would become the 
butt of sly smirching jest and in­
nuendo. And tha t sort of thing 
is felt by the victims, and be­
comes an insidious drain on their 
own self-confidence and self­
esteem.
Therefore, I  agree with you 
that it doesn’t make sense to do 
that kind of damage to oneself. 
And one isn’t  being narrow­
minded and suspicious in taking 
this 'view of the m atter. One sim­
ply is being realistic about tee 
way things are.
Your own suggestion provides 
tee rightminded mature answer 
to what to do. Namely: line Up 
lodgings nearby for Roy, and 
give him every assistance in 
maldng friends and finding a 
job.-M .H .
Mary Haworth counsels through 
her column, not by mail or per­
sonal Interview. Write her in 




PEACHLAND — Week-end visf- 
•>0 vn.. I tofs 8t the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Van Sickle. RuUand, became theK ^ Mrs^GTOrge’ Walshaw
bride of Henry Harold Derkson,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry M. Hunter, of
Derkson. PenUcton,
Given in marriage by her- fa- Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Spellsburg 
thcr, the bride chose a white are receiving congratulations on 
satin gown, bridal cap and long the birth of a daughter a t the 
veil, and was assisted by brides- Penticton Hospital, 
maids Miss Kal Derkson and .  _
Miss Lila Van Sickle, both of , Verne Courins and son, Donnie.
whom wore blue semi-formals, °n ® ."^8 ganie
headdresses and carried pink and bunting trip in the Fernie district.
accompanied Mr. and Mra. T td  
Bradley to Trail on Sunday amt 
wUl remain for several days.
FAMOUS HOSPITAL 
The military hospital and sol­
diers' home. Hotel des Invalidea 
in Paris, was established in ItTO.
white roses. W. J . Nelson has left for his
Mr. Jim  Van Sickle was the home In Burlington. Wash. He 
groomsman and Mr. BiU Derk- was accompanied by Jean Brad- 
son ushered. ley, who wUl resume her studies
Fifty guests attended the re- a t Victoria College, following a 
ception in the Rutland United quick trip home to attend the 
Church hall, where the bride’s funeral of her grand-father, the 
uncle, Mr. George Van Sickle, late C. F. Bradley, 
proposed the toast to the bride, .. . ^
Mrs. Van Sickle chose for her the home of Mrs.
daughter’s w ad ing  a navy blue Ibbotson, a t the week-end
taffeta with white accessories. nepnew and neice, Mr.
M9s. Derkson wore a greenish- George Kroeger, of
blue dress and hat. Penticton.
Serviteurs were Mrs. Teather, Mrs. Neil Witt, accompanied by 
Mrs, Metzzer and Miss Kay Ny- two of her daughters, Mrs. Herb, 
doski, and the three-tiered wed- Coleman and young Averll, left 
ding cake centred the bride’s for Edmonton on Monday, for a  
table which was decorated with short holiday, 
pink roses, pink candles and 
flowers.
For going away the bride 
changed to a blue tweed suit, and 
on their return from the honey­
moon Mr. and Mrs. Derkson wiU 
reside in Kelowna.
Attending the wedding from 
Taber, Alta., were the grootn’s 
mother, two brothers and one 
sister, and also the bride’s 
brother, Mr. Jim  Van Sickle of 
Vancouver.
AlM BMM ImImMbI OAMM Ift MMV
KnirlftCI POWlIf IiImiB ilMMlfc BMP A
gewi miNy flavor. IMo «laagli 
OMkeafino frail ihortcalMOloa,
Mr. and Mrs. Prank Bradley
East Kelowna 
PTA Fall Fair
WiU be beMl ia
T H E  C O M M U N IT Y  H A L L
Saturday, Oct. 19th
Prise Llst iAvaOabla'Nair
Phone 7909 or 0680
se e  4  cou n trie s
"E U R O P E
fly VERA WINSTON
Smartly sleek and slinky is 
this striking dinner dress. The 
pchu de sole is draped spiral­
ly from a cuffed, camisole 
neckline to good effect. The 
fabric takes a diagonal lap 
over line in front while tho 
back of the skirt is cowl* 
draped near the horn In the 
presently approved fashion of 
emphasizing the hemlin?.
Canada's Gift To Queen Still 
Guarded As A State Secret
OTTAWA tCP) 
government has a gift for the 
Queen. But Just what it is re- 
moink A state secret,
An external offalrs department 
s|)ok'csman said Canada’s pres­
ent to the Queen Is being guarded 
ns' li surprise. The time and date 
of the presentation olso are being 
withheld.
As is customary, Buckingham 
Palace has in d ica te , that the 
Queen eannot accept gifts from 
organizations or individuals. But 
state gifts are something else. 
And so are flowers.
During the royal visit here Oct. 
12d6, the Queen will liccetvc offi­
cial presentations of at least 
tliree bouquets.
Two mayors* wives and two as 
vet unidentified school children 
will present dowers to the Queen.
KEEP IN  TRIM
HOW DO YOU MEASURE UP?
B Y  ID A  JEAN K A IN
Figure measurements vary 
with Individual structure. Sym­
metry is tee test . . . and that 
word means balanced proportions 
with an harmonious relation of 
parts. '
To explain . . . we all inherit 
a certain body build and normal 
variations in the way fat Is dis­
tributed. Measurement charts to 
the contrary, there can be no one 
perfect set of mensurments for 
a given height. While we might 
yearn to be long-stemmed and 
wlUowy with "irioder' propor­
tions, most of us are just not 
built that way. But with weight 
at healthy normal for structure, 
harmony of proportion can give 
a better than average figure.
Test for harmony of your pro­
portions. Use the bust measure­
ment as the gauge. The waist­
line is rightly proportioned nt 8 
to 10 inches smaller than the 
bu.st circumference. The average 
diffcrcnc is 8Vk inches., There 
should bp only a  slight curve of 
the abdomen. Ideally, this meas­
urement should be from one-half 
to two and a half inches smaller 
than tee bust circumference,
Alas, this measurement increases 
with excess weigh. Slumped pos­
ture and flabby abdominal mus­
cles add jo the spread.
Tho hip' measurement will vary
‘P r e g - t o * l o g s *
VHI MMIC
•The Canadian Monclon, wife of the mayor pf with body type. Ultra-streamlin' 
neighboring Hull, Quo., Is to pre- ed hips measure the same as the 
sent a bouquet when tee Queen bust. Hips that measure from 1 
\vlsits Hull city hall. to 2 inches larger than the bust
The same day Mrs. George are termed average. Hips that 
Nelms, wife of Ottawa’s mayor.
measure 3 to 4 inches larger than 
the bust are full.
Be sure to take correct meas­
urements to get the facts about 
your figure. To make the tc.'it 
accurate, here are the rules; Tlic 
bust measurement should be 
taken over a properly fitted bra, 
Circle tape around back and un 
dcr -farms, and bring it together 
at the center of the bust nt the 
level of maximum curve. Take a 
deep breath, exhale—measure.
Next, circle tape around your 
natural waistline. To determine 
.where to measure, tie a .string 
around the middle , . . wlicre It 
.settles is .vour natural waistline. 
To determine tho abdominal ex­
tension circle tape around Iwdy 
to include the curve of llic abdo­
men nt the level of greatest pro­
tuberance, as viewed from the 
side.
Last, the lilps. 'To get the full 
measure, circle tape around low­
er hips at. the largest part to in­
clude the buttocks.
Body type is Inlicrited, and 
your normal weight dopend^j on 
whether you have a small, me­
dium or large frame. It is true 
teat with overweight, all your 
measurements will be too nmpic 
but, more than likely, some will 
be more out of proportion than 
others.
Aim at normal weight and n> m 
metry of measurements. Tlicn bo 
fashion-wise and compliment the 
effect by selecting clothed' with 
the right lines for you —- and 






No ash, just heat, sold by the 
log or in any quantity. 
Dealers for Kelowna
9
Wm. Haug & Son
1335 WATER 8T. PHONE 2023
Round Trip Tourist
v i a  t h e
POLAR
ROUTE
F ly  to  a  fu n  - Ailed holiday to
Holland, England, Belgium , France! En joy  
luxury In ternational Service a ll the way-on 
the famous Polar Route. See your T ravel 
Agent fo r details on Canadian P aciflc 'i low  
Fam ily Fares, the Pay L a ter plan and 
economy 15-day Excursion rates.
C lt l if t f i i f fH
A i R L / M E S ^  '
620 Burrard St., Vancouvar 
w iN aa OP THE woHLoa oazATzaT TNAvat av aza ia
also Is to present a bouquet to 
the royal guest when the Queen 
officially starts construction on 
a new sui>er highway in the | 
capital, the Queenaway.
•  •  • •  •  •  m J -m ■ 0 • •  a • a a a
EQUIPPED FOR CD 
TRAIL (CPI -  The-capacity 
of tho Trall-Tadanac Hospital 
could be doubled from Us present 
150 beds to 300 beds In a m atter 
of hours If extra beds and blank 
ata w e re , available, admlnlsUa 
tor Douglas Stevensr/n told a 
Civil Defence meeting. A plan 
for expanding tee (aclIlUes of 
the hosplliil' has l>een drawn Up 
in cate of a disaster such as a
Oft Tuesday, . Mrs. : Thomasplane crash or explosion.
W h y  D a  C a n a d ia n s  C r i t ic iz e
R p Y A L  T O U R S  ?
t h e  (  m e r e s u n g  y f  s t o n e s  a p p e a r  i n  t h e
STAR W EEKLY




CANADA SAVINGS BONDS . 
Canafla'iMfcit Invoitmant
wllk M  M irfia  ll*M  of 4.48%. _ •
DenomlnitlOM
(IndMduaU ^  %  VP f« ha c a ^ i i
full faco value anyfiirta pin* flccfued hiterait.
O o M im O H  USfcECURITIE? © R P W . l lM IT O D  
455 G R A N V IL LE  ST., V A N C O U V E R • I . ,  •  I "
V j
mm
S e c o n d  P r o  C l u b
Sixth Game
NEW YORK (AP>—Lineups for 
today’s sixth World Series game 
at Yankee Stadium.
Milwaukee
Felix Mantilla ...................... 2b
Johnny Logan ...............  ss
Eddie Mathews .................. 3b
Hank Aaron ......................... cf
Wes Covington ..................... It
Frank Torre ........................ lb
Bob Hazle ...................     rf
Del’ Rice ............................ v c
Bob Buhl ................... — f P
Coach Jack O’Reilly’s Packers meted out defeat to their 
second professional team in their exhibition encounter last night, 
handing the Victoria Cougars a decisive, 3-1 pasting before 
725 fans.
Coach Colir^ Kilbum  juggled his line-up throughout the 
2iaine in an endeavor to produce some scoring spark out of his 
Cougars, but found the tough back-checking and smooth de­
fence ~work of the Packers an impregnable fortress.
It  was first blood in senior company for young Jack 
Howard, home-brew centre man, who picked up an assist on 
one of the three counters.
The forward'lines for the Pack-ling coach Kilburn’s set-up, which 
ers were coming back well, dog- saw the third stringers start the 
ging their checks and breaking game, and the No. 1 lines come 
away fast on two and three man p u t  first, 
rushes. The Cougars third line of Colin
O'Reilly juggled his lines in KRbum, Gordon Wilson and Fred 
their order of appearance, meet-1 Brown seemed to have trouble
ROOKIE'S BS6 MOMENT
Looking properly solemn, as 
befits such a serious occasion, 
^Jackie Howard, Kelowna home­
brew centre ice man presently 
trying out with the Packers
senior club, is seen, right, in 
the dressing room following the 
exhibition game -against Vic­
toria Cougars, in whic’,i he 
drew first blood in senior ranks
—an assist on Harry Smith’s 
goal. The player with the big 
grin is r ^ g y  wingman Greg 
Jablonski, who had his first ice
time this year as the Packers 
handed the WHL pro club a 3-1 
beating. ,
—Courier staff photo
a v e s  M a d e  T  o p d o g s
G a m e  B e t s
New York
Hank Bauer ........................ rt"
Tony Kubek .......................  cf
Enos Slaughter .................... If
Yogi Berra ........................    c
Gil McDougald .................... ss
Jerry  Lumpe .................... 3b
Harry S im pson.................... lb
Jerry  Coleman .................. 2b
Bob Turley ........................... p
WED., OCT; 9. 19S7 THE DAILY COUBIEB,
Umpires — Jocko Conlan (N) 
plate; Bill McKinley (A) first 
base; Augie Donatelli (N) second 
base; Joe Paparella lA) third 
base; Frank Secory (N) left field 




MONTREAL (CP) — Emile 
Butch Bouchard, president of the 
Montreal Royals baseball club 
and former star defenceman in 
hockey, said today he and a 
syndicate want to buy the club 






NEW YORK (AP)—Fred Han- 
. ey’s battling Milwaukee Braves 
ruled the 2-to-l favorite today to 
win the World Series as they 
faced the New York Yankees in 
-the sixth game’needing only one 
more victory to clinch it.
With the weatherman predict­
ing c l e a r  skies, after three 
straight wet days in New York, 
a capacity crowd of some 67,000 
was expected to be on hand at 
Yankee Stadiimi to see a return 
match between Bob Buhl of the 
Braves and Bob Turley of the 
Yankees.
^  Yankees, needing a victory to 
~.stay alive, were handicapped by 
-the  absence of their celebrated
• centre fielder, Mickey Mantle, 
who has a torn tendon in his 
right shoulder. Milwaukee also
]^had a top flight star on the side- 
.. lines in second baseman Red 
-Schoendienst, who has a pulled 
“ groin muscle.
-SPAHN H.VS GRIPPE
- Braves, who lead the series 
•th ree  games to two, were eager 
“ to wrap it-up today because of
• the uncertain physical condition 
-o f Warren Spahn, their ace 
“pitcher, Spahn, considered a cer- 
Ttainty to pitch the seventh game, 
- if  it were needed, currently is 
“laid low by a slight case of the 
.'grippe -and upper respiratory In- 
-flammation, leaving, his future 
-participation in the scries in 
^̂ do’.ibt.
- I,ate Tuesday night, the vet- 
-e ran  lefthander was undecided 
“ whether to obey the command of 
I t  he Braves’ physician to remain
•  in bed arid watch this after- 
“ noon's event on television. Should 
“ the Yankees win today and there 
.,1s no improvement in Spahn’s 
•condition, the chances are that 
'.Low Burdette, who has ah’cady 
•beaten Yankees twice, will try to 
•become a three-time winner.
" k UC’KS AH,S TOO 
" Yankees nlst) had a pitcher 
-.hors do combat in Johnny Kucks, 
*Tlu! young ; ighthnndcr spent 
^Tuesday in a hospital, wrestling 
Zwlth a rase of the flu—not the 
•Aslan kind—and he Is not ex 
•peeled to see . nctlm  today or 
•Tlimsdav.
•  The Yankees' other Invalid 
•first basemnn BIU (Moose) Skow 
’’’Tin, felt n little better although 
.-fta sncroillnc muscle Is still 
•painful. 'Ilie MonSe, who has 
•inls,scd the, entire series with the 
•exception of the first two innlng.s 
•of the opener, said he can pinch 
•hit but cannot possibly play In 
Ctbft field.
V Mpnllo, alarmed when he woke 
u p .  Ikiesday and found ho could 
'hardly ,rnl«iv hi* right nrm. was 
•whisked to n hospital where 
Tays a 1̂ o w o d there were no 
|T)renk.s. or bonv> damage In his 
ij-lght ehouldcr but that ho suf 
•fensi a torn cartilage, The con- 
“ditlon rtammed from his colllst 
3on with fk'hoendicnst at second 
•in the first Innlttg of .the thlrct 
jB.nme In Mllwnul<ee.
§^F.'CT).S TIME TO HEAI,
2 over the diagnosis, Man-
„tle said the injury was worse 
•than he orlglnnlly feared.
" f don't think It will be ohay 
*1'’' tH'ih'‘*> I'e matter how 
[ 4ong It tiae.s," he .said, “Those 
j "things take n long time to heal.'* 
b 2 flehoctulicnst was Jvist as down- 
,/c.ist over his injury. Aftrr a visit 
"do n local doctor, ho sold:
•  “ It’s \vor,<e than It was y«.s 
Jlen'nv. I don't see how 1 can 
.phT" :m,'' tnore In the serlca, I 
' i n  1 a '.I'nii'U' injury (otir yenr# 
t’ ” I 'LVejd me oul 10 cla,T*,“ 
V'.'lth fb-nile np'l Skrtwron out 
%\vh 'V without an e.xtrn
• • b't er a rUu-buHeddn dur- 
Jn;; H. ' ;'i'r|e:t, Vnuisce manager 
-C.issjy fR«ns'.tl sought desperately 
t o  Inlerl so no m e re  punch into 
Jds lineup, He iinaliy sctlU’d (or 
' ’ . ....' ' - ' ■ ^
Casey benched Harry Simpson 
with another lefthanded hitter, 
Joe Collins, at first base. Simp­
son has been the batting bust of 
the series with one hit in nine 
times at bat.
The rest of the lineup was the 
same that lost the 1-0 heart- 
breaker to Burdette Monday in 
Milwaukee. Tony Kubek was 
Mantle’s replacement in centre, 
Enos Slaughter was in left field 
and rookie Jerry  Lumpe at third 
base. Jerry Coleman, w’ho. took 
the blame for Monday’s loss 
when he deliberated too long in 
fielding Eddie Mathews’ infield 
single, which eventually was con­
verted into the, only rUn of the 
game, was back at second base.
“ I won’t take him (Coleman) 
out,’’ Stengel said Tuesday after 
rain postponed workouts by both 
teams. “ It would look as though 
I was punishing him and I don’t 
want that." .
MANAGERS CHEERFUL 
Both m a n a g e r  s appeared 
cheerful despite the injuries that 
have hobbled their teams. Sten­
gel, confident Turley would tame 
the Braves today, already has 
earmarked Don Larsen as his 
seventh game pitcher,
“And we’ll be in it,” said the 
grizzled pilot.
Haney was in a jovial mood 
d e s p i t e  the knowledge that 
Schoendienst was a definite and 
Spahn a possible loss for the rest 
of the series.
“ I don’t expect it to go seven 
games,” the Milwaukee skipper 
said. "Even with Red out, we’re 
In pretty good shape.”
This was Haney’s way of ex 
pressing confidence In Felix Man­
tilla, who replaced Schoendienst 
at second early in Monday’s 
game and gave a fine account 
of himself in the field. 
LEFTHANDED LINEUP
Mantilla will lead off,” Haney 
said, and added he would use his 
lefthanded lineup with Frank 
'Tbire replacing Joe Adcock at 
first and Bob Hazlo supplanting 
Andy Pafko in right.
This was the second series 
start for both Bvihl and Turley. 
The pair started and lasted 
briefly In the third game, only 
lopsided game of the classic so 
far. Buhl retired only two batters 
In n three-run first Inning. Turley 
lasted an Inning nnd two-thirds 
Doth were wild. Yankees went 
on to win, 12-3, behind Larsen’s 
stout relief pitching while the 
Braves used six pitchers.
Casey’s decision to use Turley, 
ns his last hope today, was 
occasioned' by the flrcbnUcr’,s 
strong performance in relief on 
Monday. Pitching the eighth in­
ning, Bob retired the side on 10 
nltches,, getting the last two 
Braves on strikeouts.
More curlers are needed in 
Kelowna.
Officials of the roarin’ game 
have been staging an all-out 
drive for new members, but have 
only a total of 128 s ig n ^  to date, 
32 less than last year. Their ta r­
get is up from last year, so this 
leaves them quite a  few short 
of expectations.
The stane and besom boys 
have come up with some new 
ideas this year, also, instituting 
Wednesday afternoon curling in 
order to permit merchants to 
enter in the Mercantile League. 
They have also offered optional 
number df nights—either one, two 
or three nights, according to the 
curler’s preference.
SCHEDULE PROBLEMS
Club officials Walter Hobbs In-. 7845.
dicated he was having trouble 
trying to draw up any tentative 
schedule, since the former cur­
lers have not been prompt in no­
tifying him of their intentions to 
curl or not to curl this winter. 
The draw committee would ap­
preciate it, he said, if Qiese in­
tending to curl this year would 
hand in their names, whether 
they have their rinks completed 
or not.
The roarin’ game is on the up­
sweep in interest all over the 
province, and the local club is 
seeking the expansion of mem­
bers in order to keep up with the 
trend. Information on curling 
fees, times of curling, etc. may 
be obtained from Don Day, 
phone 3817, or Mr. Hobbs, phone
. • *  -
Parker And Bright Closely
Contested By Bombers James
WINNIPEG (CP) Gerry 
Jam es, hard • running fullback 
with Winnipeg Blue Bombers, ap­
pears to be the only player with 
a chance to halt the league-lead­
ing Edmonton Eskimos from 
making a runaway with the top 
spots in the individual scoring in 
the Western Interprovincial Foot­
ball Union.
Statistics compiled Tuesday by 
T he Canadian Press show that 
the Esks have four players in the 
top five, including leader Jackie 
Parker, their shifty-running back.
Parker has scored 11 touch­
downs and booted one single for 
S7 points in Esks’ 11 games to
Close behind are Edmonton’s 
place-kicking end Joe Mobra with 
63 points and fullback Normie 
Kwong with 60. Mobra’s total 
consists o f two touchdowns, 34 
converts, five field goals and two 
singles. His convert and field 








Bright, Esks 11 0 0
James, Bom. -11 0 0
Mobra, Esks 2 34 5
Kwong, Esks 10 0 0
Ploen, Bom. 5 14 0
Bailey, Lions 7 0 0
Marlow, Riders 6 0 0




Coach Jack O’Reilly’s concen­
tration on acquiring a tight de­
fensive wall this year seems 
to be paying off ns the Kel­
owna Pnckor.s have won their 
first two exhibition games,
ON GUARD!
(0'
against c o a s t  professional 
clubs. Above, lunging at the 
puck like a fencer on the at­
tack is colorful Harry Smith, 
22-year-old rear guard, while 
his mate, old pro Pat Coburn,
covers him. The two worked 






BROOKLlfN (A P)-Th« s’hlft of 
the Dodgers from Brooklyn to 
I^ s  Angeles and the Giants from 
New Y o r k  to Snn Francisco 
means the National League will 
open its 1058 season with clubs In 
these citlcTs: Ix>s Angeles, Snn 
fTancIsco, Chicago, Pltl.sburgh, 
Milwaukee. Cincinnati, Philadel­
phia and St. Lovds. ■
TUESDAY'S STARS
By THU CANADIAN PRESS
Ted IJndsay, Chicago—scored 
the only goal In the first game of 
the 1D57-58 campaign to blnnk 
Toronto 1-D.
GJopn Hall, Chicago — )rnckc<l 
up tlu first shutout of Jho now 
season and his first in the Black 
Hawks’ aota to give defensive 
strength to tlio iHUonnlal tall 
ertrters of the NHL. -
CHICAGO (A P)-Thc Chicago 
Sun-Tlmos rcixntcd that Leslie 
O’Connor, prc.sidcnt o4 the Pac­
ific Coast League, said that the 
Brooklyn Dodgers franchise shift 
to Los Angole.'i means "the end 
of the PCL."
O’Connor, at his home In near­
by Crystal Luke, said he would 
contact Pacific Coast lasagne 
club owners nnd call a meetlnJt, 
probably lifter this month, to 
discuss the nnlval of the D(xl- 
gers at U)s Angeles nnd the New 
York Giants at .San Francisco.
The Sun - Times said O’Connor 
said he cannot sec how the PCL 
can continue because "wo lo.so 
three clubs—l/)s Angeles, San 
Frnnel.sco nnd lIollywo<xl A- nnd 
Snn Diego in In the Iain An0t)l,«n 
orbit nnd S.ncrnmento In only 00 
miles from Snn Francisco.”
cd with the shift of the Giants 
anci Dodgers “ the way it was 
handled.”
“The west coast is entitled to 
m ajor loaguo baseball, but 1 wish 
we could get more than we’re re­
ceiving now,” O’Connor was quot­
ed by the Sun-Times. ,
O’Connor said PCL clubs had 
been braced for a long time for
the nrrlval of the Notional l.cu 
guo. teams on the const. When 
news df the Dodgers shift wns a 
nntinced Tuesday, he said, 
b<Kty died of shock.”
Happy Home Run 
Hit By M r. and Mrs.
NIAGARA FALLS, Ont. (CP) 
—Mr. nnd Mrs. Dick Qullion, 
nrdent world scries fnps, an­
nounced the nrrlval of their fourth 
child today with this bascball- 
langungo announcement in the 
Niagara Fulls Review:’ , 
"GuUlon—the birth of a baby 
girl to Ruth 'and Dick Qullion 
now gives them a , wcll-bnlonccd 
team. The now addliion' was 
welcomed at the Greater Niagara 
stadium (meaning hospital) Oct.
just before game lime, The 
two happy conches arc certain 
the addition will win the series 
for them.”
The Gulllons now have t,wo l)oys 
and two girls.




MONTREAL (C P)-O ne of the] 
nost widely read authorities on 
Quebec’s outdoor life Is inclined 
to go along with a theory that] 
he monster of Lake Pohenega- 
mook is a sturgeon.
G. H. Carpenter, executive ed-
^he time for 
wlshlng to bring rum- 
under tno pseudonym in t/> thA nid finfAWAv
Hunter, relates in t r a y ’s pa^rL j^ j.^g  jjjj, Kelowna Packers
AuxUlery Rummageidentity of the thing reported ^  Saturday,
" J ;  qct. 12.
u- I. 1̂ 0,.,• tl»r, All aorta of rummage will bo
uccepted by tho la-
dreds in the province s most dies, with the store open all day 
ged a reas-th e  ang tag  world L , ,  ‘the p u r jo s ro f  r S l n g  thJ 
needn’t have tho shudders.
ffomo years nf® « Anyone’ wishing to have theirv clnlty o the lake had a sorH ,
of farm  fish pond," writes Izaok ^  may phone cither Mrs.
Hunter. Orv Lovell a t 3430 or Mrs.
George Inglis a t 8597.
trying to get away,on the Jim  
Middleton, Joe KaUer and Brian 
Roche combination, and the dan­
gerous Packer trio scored two of 
the three goals while this line 
was on the ice.
FORMER OSllL PLAYERS
Kilbum’s second line of Larry 
Berg and Doug KUburn, both 
former OSHL players, was cen­
tred by Gordon Hawjrth, and 
faced the Moe Young, Ray Powell 
and Mike Durban combination. 
This line also back-checked well, 
and the lone counter, scored whila 
they were on, was one of those 
defected shots that m a k e  a 
goalie’s life more miserable.
The No. 1 line of Larry Leach, 
Hoot Gibson and Doug Macaulcy 
was adequately held down by 
Greg Jablonski on the left wing. 
Bugs Jones and Jack Howard 
alternating at centre, and Bill 
Swarbrlck on the right side. It 
was this first Packers lino that 
engineered the second goal, with 
Howard getting the assist on tho 
slap-shot pot by defence man 
Harry Smith.
TOUGH ON GOALIE
The Packers defence were far 
superior to the Cougars, whose 
loose work made It tough on 
young Don Hamilton in the nets. 
The young net-minder, just up 
from junior ranks, got most of 
his support from Carl Kaiser and 
Nelson Bullock, but was forced to 
stop a lot of rubber.
The Packers quintette of Andy 
McCallum, Pat Cobum, Harry 
Smith, A1 Pyett and Orv Lavell 
played air-tight hockey, giving 
goalie Dave Gatherum beautiful 
support In a game that could 
easily have gone for a shut-out.
As P at Coburn said, after the 
game, however, “ This game is 
supposed to get.harder as the 
years go on, but when you’ve got 
forwards checking back like this 
club, it makes a defence m an’s 
job a cinch."
Goalie qave Gatherum showed 
up best on two lone breaks, when 
he came away out to cut angle 
down, on one occasion stopping 
old pro Colin Kilburn in his 
tracks. On a couple of occasions 
in the Jhird frame, the Cougars 
just missed scoring chances on a 
temporarily unattended goal, but 
good clearing kept the danger to 
a minimum.
Brian Roche scored the opening 
counter at 8:52 of the penalty- 
free first period, flipping in a 
picture goal after he had seduced 
Hamilton from his net on a goal­
mouth pass from Joe Kaiser.
Smith drove In his slap-shot at 
13:26 of the period, the rubber 
touching nothing on the way in. 
COUGARS PRESSING 
Two minutes later the Cougars 
were pressing, and Matheson 
slipped the puck across to Carl 
Kaiser on the other point, Kaiser 
et a looping drive go that Gath­
erum had his eye on, but Haworth 
raised his stick blade slightly, 
and deflected the rubber in.
In the final frame, the Cougars 
tempers were fjaring, and Colin 
Kilburn went to the sin-bin 'fo r 
high-sticking, leaving the Packers 
ah opportunity to try a power 
play. Kaiser, Middleton and' 
Roche put on a highly effective 
surge, but stout work by the 
Ck>ugars in clearing held the 
Uireat off.
Twenty seconds after Kilburn 
came back on, Roche worked in 
with Kaiser and^iddleton, le t go' 
a hard shot nhat bounced off 
Hamilton's pans, and K a i s e r  
snapped up the rebound, sinking 
the insurance marker.
Summary
First period — Kelowna, Roche 
(Kaiser), 8:52. Kelowna, Smith 
(Howard), 13:26, Victoria, Haw­
orth (Matheson, Kaiser), 15:01. 
No penalties.
Second period — No scoring. 
Penalties, S m i t h  (elb), 2:18. 
Leach (clb), 15:40. Smith (Int), 
18:58.
Third period—Kelowna, Kaiser 
(Roche), 10:35. Penalties, C. Kil­
burn (high sticking), 14:15. C. 
Kilburn, McCallum (roughing), 
17:22.
from Kamouraska County. 
From what friends h
“ Into tj)is water he introdu 
some sturgeon, perhaps with a 
view of producing caviar or other 
forms of food yielded by the stur­
geon which abounds in waters of 
the province,
A sturgeon, as wo nil know, 






(Su(;ar Jim) Henry, 37,' former 
National Hookey Lcaiiue i(onl 
T»ie • miwriJaper quoted O’Con-j |<{'(‘i)er, will play Ihla season w4lh 
nor as saylni! llio day svill (i(K)u; wiiuiUH?g Maroons senior hockey 
come when tiu' Amoiknn and team, club officials announced 
National lcaI;u '̂^ will oMuuul to ((Klny, >
12 tcani!i cad i-w ith  lulded reprea Henry'played with New York 
scntalion on, till' «’<>at.t, , : llangerM, Clilcngo Black Hawks
It said O’Connnr WOK not pleitR-1 and Boston Bnilns in the NIH
TUESDAY'5 FIGHTS
By THE ASSOCIATED
H ALIFA K-Jerry Fraser, 154, 
.Halifax, outpointtKl Yvon “Tu 
favorable^ conditions, running up renne. 169, Montreal 10,
mv LONDON-.Wmie Towell, 137, 
Africa,! outpolntcd Jimmy
told .they well might have, and 
took up residence In I.d»kc Phene* 
gomook to wax fa t nnd fearsome.
“The sturgeon has a saW',! 
toothed row of horny plates along 
his back, which would .seem fo 
support this theory.
NOTICE
To Customers On 
Carrier Routes
For any irregularity in the 
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Speaker: Mr. J. G. SPD(OULE, Vancouver, D.C.
Subject:
"HE HATH CHOSEN OUR INHERITANCE"
V
OCT. f .  IK t x m  PA1T.T c o t j r c a
SPORTU 9HT
Wanted -  Recruits For 
Art Of Pugilistic Endeavor
By G EO RG E IN G LIS
t
FIRES FOR DOUBLE
New York shortstop Gil Mc- 
Dougald fires the ball to first 
after getting Milwaukee Braves* 
Johnny Logan at second in the 
front end of a fifth inning 
double play at the second 
World Scries game in New
Lindsay And Hall 
'Hawk Dividends
Recruits arc being sought to  help in the formation of 
gymnastic and boxing group hcnc— one of the best pieces of 
news l^ard in some time.
Should there prove to be sufficient interest in the move, 
the club will be formed this Tbursday night in the city hall, and 
a vital entity w ill be added to the city’s sports calendar.
There are a number of irttercBicd citizens behind the plan 
of giving the youngsters a chance no learn the manly art of fisti­
cuffs, and the graceful and musde-building gymnastic work
We can’t speak personally about the gymnastic end of the 
proposed club, since our memories of that type of work con­
sist of more than a deotflc in the acmed forces, being screamed 
at by irate physical training instructc^s who likened us to gir­
affes, camels, and some rather unprintable colloquialisms. How­
ever, we have seen some of the fine results of an interest in that 
line of endeavor, and fully appreciate the value of calisthenics 
as an aid to body health.
Don’t for one moment get the impression we are entirely 
unversed in the art of tumbling and mat work, however. There 
was a time when we used to watch the Land Army girls . . . 
but that's another stofy.
M O R E  A U T H O R I T Y  
We can speak with more authority on the manly art, how­
ever, and have deprecated the fact that it has not been on the 
iptKts calendar of the city these past few years.
Contrary to the belief of some well-intentioned parents 
that boxing is a brutal and bloody past-time, there is no in
dividual participation sport we know o f which can have asi c h ic a GO (CP) — The trade 
beneficial effects on youlh— provided it is engaged in sensibly that brought Ted Lindsay and
anH iinfh nroner sunervision Glen Hall to C h i c a g o  Blackand ^ n  proper supervmon. . Hawks paid quick dividends when
The type of boy who should go in for boxing as a sport
ranges from the clumsy, heavily-muscled lad to the spmdly ladU^) victory over Toronto Maple 
with the milk-white skin and the pipe-stem arms. Leafs Tuesday night In t ^  fost
The bulgy built young lad w ill learn grace and poise Hockey
the setting-up exercises and the concentradon bn form that winger’ Lindsay counted
part of the sprat, and the s litte r  copy w ill add to his stature and ^le game’s only goal and goalie 
bulk through the same avenue. Hall made 26 stops, several spe^
U «  A y  retiring youth, who dK ad, M n g  his M ow s, 
w ill learn to walk erectly and look at the wrald from a prouai ^todsay and Hall were ac 
position, gaining a confidence from his ability to prove himself tquired from Detroit Red Wings 
with his new-found skiU that he might nevw gain elsewhere,
The whole purpose of boxing is aimed at making a better l im a n  lineup,
man and more useful citizen of a boy. This is true m every U.wn a t t a c k  
sport, if engaged in  properly, but in boxing it is even more so. Undsay, who along with Hail 
A  quick and alert mind, one of the happiest faculties of wa» “amed to toe 
any adult citizen, arc a must in the sport. A  schooled a g g r« s-^ v e ra l rushes with iinemates 
siveness, vital to any useful citizen, is taught from the moment E d d i e  Litzenberger and Eric 
the vounester first enters the ring. A  persistence in endcavrar, Nesterenko, a fo m er Leaf 
too-often overlooked in  a boy’s training, is part and parcel of
. the sport. . I pass from Litzenberger at mid
ice, sliced across the Leaf net 
T W O  S I D E S  land backhanded the puck past
Unfortunately, these finer aspects of the spout are too often Ed Chadwick.
overlooked, md  the coarser aspects em phasiad The a v e ra ^ L  f
citizen is inclined to look on a "pug” as a stumbling, incoherent g o o d  opportunities because of 
faded copy of a man, largely because the broken-down pugi- frequent penalties 
list who journeyed too often to the well is morer easfly recognized
1- 'V
N L 's G i le s
s'
c m  V *  t 't M
York, Second baseman Jerry  
Coleman backs up Mc£)ougald. 
Alleged bcanballs thrown by 
Yankee reliever Art Ditmar 
were protested by Braves, who 
warned they would retaliate if 
Yanks continued.
at home Saturday against De­
troit. Winger Pete Conacher was 
the other absentee, out with a 
training camp injury.
The NHL r e s u m e s  action 
Thursday when Chicago m w ts 
Montreal's flu-racked Canadiens 
at Montreal and New York visits 
Detroit.
PERFEa SQUEEZE PLAY
Burly Yogi Berra hoofs home 
on a perfect squeeze play by 
Jerry  Coleman in the sixth 
while Milwaukee catcher points 
to first base. Coleman also
scored one run to share the 
hero’s role with pitcher Whitey 
Ford and Hank Bauer, who 
doubled home the first Yankee
run.
I t
Toronto, minus four players
the sport. third period but Chadwick, who
As io  any other sport, there arc the mcrccnar^minded, the!turned back 2i shots, took up the
^portunhU , the flesh-p^mers and s p o ilw ^  Renewed its attack In
m teanng down all that is fine m the sport. This w ill never dc Ufae closing minutts and rookie 
changed as long as humans engage in sports. coach Billy Reay yanked Chad-
Thcrc arc the braying jackasses on the side-lines also, who wick wite 48 seconds left. Leafs 
look at the now of d a m  that often accompanie. •  J tid d i 
tween two highly trained lighten, and pronounce it  brutal .U jaii.
Most of these critics issue more lasting punishment with their h it  b y  FLU 
tongue than the avwagc fighter docs in his Sh^firishe?^
If  the men in this town, however, who have engagpd in the ^ ^hi-
iport of the squared circle, whether as a youth in ^h oo l or the cago. Sloan, a winger, was moved 
“Y ” ; in the armed forces; in university, or in straight oompeti- to centre between Dick Duff and 
five fighting, were to gather together in one room it w ould  George Armstrong when three 
have to be a very large room. It  would startle som^ of the citi­
zens, also, to see just who was numbered in the group.
S T A G E  I S  S E T
The idea has gone beyond the planning stage now, and is 
ready for execution as soon as the club administration can be 
formed, at this meeting in city hall tomorrow night. A ll those 
interested in helping foster this sport will be cordially welpom- 
ed.
The problem of space, one of the biggest stumbling blocks 
in the past few years in many gymnasium-located sports, Jhai 
' been^olved by ihc local branch of the Canadian Legion, w4io 
have volunteered the use of a room on Monday nights.
The backers of the club have the funds necessary, imd are 
planning to stage their registration and organizational mectfrtg 
on Monday, Oct. 21.
A ll they need this Thursday night is the men to do the 
boys’ job.
14 Years Ball 
Nurse, But Not 
Much Of A Fan
NEW YORK (CP)—Irish-born 
Beatrice Madden turned out lor 
her 14th world series although 
she hardly knows one baseball 
team from another.
Miss Madden is the official 
nurse a t the first aid station in 
Yankee Stadium. She has nursed 
baseball, fight and football fans 
at the stadium and the Polo 
Grounds for nearly 15 years.
In all that time, she’s never 
seen a ball game because her 
first aid station is out of sight 
of the field. But Miss Madden 
doesn't mind. Her favorite sport 
is horse-racing.
The nurse recalls pre-television 
days when -m ore pieople were 
hurt trying to get inside toe ball 
park than after they got inside.” 
She finds world series crowds 
“much quieter, more serious and 
more dignified” than the regular 
season fans.
Football crowds, she says, 
"seem to be better educated and 
have more dignity, but certainly 
we have more, drunks.**
Britain 'Infringing  
Say Guatemalans
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. (Reu­
ters) — Guatemala has accused 
Britain of infringing on her sov- 
erplgnty by the ‘‘occupation*’ of 
British Honduras.
Emilio Arenales Catalan said 
in the United Nations General 
Assembly Monday that Britain 
is occupying the territory "by 
no other right than might ‘
Toronto centres came down with 
flu.
The three, rookie Frank Ma- 
hovlich, Billy Harris and Brian 
CluUen, m ay be available when 
toe Leafs make their next start
POLICE COURT
Mail Bomb Injures 
Airline Stewardess
SLOUGH. England (AP) — A 
bomb delivered in  a mail pack 
age injured a pretty airline hos 
teas at' her apartment here yes 
terday.
Maude Cooper, 24, of British 
European Airways, suffered face 
and tolgh injuries. After undergo­




OTTAWA (CP)—Prim e Minis­
ter Diefenbaker now is entitled 
to enter toe House of Commons. 
* In between engagements on a 
busy morning, he slipped over 
from his East Block office to the 
Centre Block and got sworn in 
as member of Parliaipent for 
Prince Albert, Sask. He sand­
wiched in a haircut a t the Com­
mons barber shop on the same 
Wp.
Entry forms for minor hockey 
are to be returned to the arena 
this Saturday from 9-11 and 2-4.
All boys wishing to play hoc­
key this winter are asked to 
bring in their forms along with 
their insurance and entry fee, 
toe forms to be properly signed 
by their parents.
Boys not having forms already 
may obtain them by contacting 
Emile Bouchard, minor associa­
tion president, a t toe B and B 
Paint Store on Ellis Street.
MORE ELECTRICITT
Electrical consumption in the 
city during toe month .of Sep­
tember was up 30 per cent'over 
toe figure for September, 1056, 
Aid. Donald Horton reported to 
city council Monday night.
By ED VdLKS
NEW YORK (AP) — With 
Brookljm Dodgers and New York 
Giants now officially headed for 
the west coast. National League 
president Warren Giles today said 
expansion to 10 or 12 - team 
leagues is toe next logical step 
for further changes in the major 
league baseball map.
I don’t  know of aqy club now 
considering relocation,** s a i d  
Giles. “ If any cities not now in­
cluded In the major league base­
ball makeup are to have major 
league baseball it would seem to 
have to come through expansion, 
not additional franchise .trans 
fers."
Giles, conunenling on the Dod­
gers* decision Tuesday to follow 
toe Giants, Bqston Braves, St 
Louis Browns and Philadelphia 
Athletics in franchise shifts which 
have rearranged the baseball 
map since 1 ^ ,  said expansion 
has been discussed frequently 
and for some time by toe majors 
on an informal basis. ^
NO IMMEDUTE MOVE '
He added, however, that there 
has been no sentinient favoring 
expansion at toe present time in 
toe National League.”
While expansion to 10 • team 
leagues or to three leagues, has 
been most frequently mentioned 
in baseball circles, some owners 
and officials now favor two 12- 
team leagues as the final answer.
With 12 - team setups, each 
league Would be divided into east­
ern and western divisions. The 
two division winners in each 
league would play off for toe 
league championship and those 
two winners then would meet In 
toe world series. •
WILL GO WEST 
The Dodgers, in anything but a 
surprise move, formally en 
nounced Tuesday that club direc­
tors and stockholders had "unan­
imously agreed that the neceS' 
sary steps be taken to draft the 
Los Angeles territory."
The announcement came within 
24 hours of action by the Los An- 
geles city council approving an 
acceptable offer to toe Dodgers 
swapping a 300-acre chunk of ac­
cessible Chavez . Ravine for 
Brooklyn - owned Wriglcy Field 
in Los Angeles.
New York Mayor Robert Wag­
ner, however, had barely w a v ^  
the Dodgers goodbye than he an­
nounced he would appoint a com­
mittee in the next few days to 
start a campaign to lure another 
National League team  to New 
■York.
Still to'be settled is the amount
of damages to be paid by too 
Giants and Dodgers to the Paclfie 
( ^ s t  League, and its Los An­
geles and San Francisco clubs* 
for in\*asion of its territory. !
ROOKIE STAR
Hitting and fielding sta r of 
to6 World Series is Milwaukee’s 
rookie lefthander, Wes Coving­
ton. He boosted his series av­
erage to .500 and triggered too 
game-winning single, in toe sec­
ond inning of the second World 
Series contest. In addition, 
(Covington’s brilliaht backhand­
ed catch of Bobby Shantz’ fly 
in second inning was termed 
by manager Fred Haney as to# 
turning point of the game.
PENTICTON (CP) — Two 
Penticton waterworks employees 
decided their job stinks.
Sent to prepare a hills cabin 
as a camp for repair crews, they 
found it already occupied—by 
two skunks.
"One of them took aim and 
sprayed one man with its per­
fume," Mayor Charles E . Oliver 
told city council Monday night.
" I  don’t  know now whether 
we can use that shack as a  
camp.”
TRADE UCENCES
City Council Monday night 
granted a trade licence to Max­
well Gyles Turner to operate a 
travel service, known as Kel­
owna Travel Service, a t 255 B er­
nard Avenue.
. . .  again offer
U.S. Airmen Locate 
Pacific Hurricane
TOKYO (AP)—The U.S. Airj 
Force has located Typhoon Hes­
ter 85 miles east of Iwo Jlma 
on a course that should miss| 
Japan.
The storm, with 145-inile-an- 
hour centre winds, was moving | 
north-northeast a t 25 mph.
'There was no report of damage | 
on Iwo Jim a, an American base.
Aussie State Sees 
Grain Crop Failure
SYDNEY, Australia (Redters) I 
—An almost state-wide wheat 
crop failure is certain In New | 
South Wales.
If no rain falls toe state’s! 
wheat yield will be down to be­
tween 4,0(X),000 and 5,000,000 
bushels—close to toe lowest on| 
record.
TOPS THIRD TIME? -  -  -  By Akm M ovu
f in e  of 350 plus cost was levied 
in city police court last week on 
Joseph i^ o lu lk , who was charg­
ed as being a minor in a beer 
parlor.
Charged as a minor in unlaw­
ful possession of liquor, Llewelyn 
Thompson was fined 320 and costs 
in magistrate’s court last week.
Two logging truck operators- 
A. C" MacLelland and Paul 
Chasa—were fined 350 each, plus 
costs, when they appeared in 
district police court last week for 
carrying loads hcavlar than a l  
lowed by law.
Two'Juvenile boys who made 
false Btotements as to their age 
In applying for hunting licences 
were fined 320, plus ccMfls. each, 
to Juvenile court last week.
Charged with a third offence 
of being Intoxicated in a public 
place. Arthur Dupuirwaa senten 
ced, to city police court Mimday, 
to 30 days imprisonment.
Pleading guilty to a chhrge of 
having exceeded the 80 mllea an 
hour highway apeed limit near 
Wtotleld, Jam es Alfred Catt waa 
ISO plus 34 coats to district 
court Monday. Ills driver’s lic­
ence was suspended tlx  months.
Fine of 330, pluif 35 «» ta , was 
Imposed to city police court 
day oh Ja m e s , Alfred Catt for
haring liquor to a restaurant.
Fine of 325, plus coats of 38, 
and an endorsed driver’s licence, 
was the sequel to district court 
Monday to a charge of exceed­
ing the 50 miles an hour speed 
limit on Highway 97, near Win 
field, laid against George Everett 
Stringer.
A second offence charge of be­
ing intoxicated to a publio place 
resulted In a  fine of 323, plus 
costa of 35.80. for Horold Munroe, 
Vancouver. Fine waa imposed in 
city court Tuesday.
Ilty to speeding to 




a school zone 
Wayne, bridge
waa fined 110, plus costs of 84, 
In district police court Tuesday.
Appearing to district 
court Monday for hperaling 
motor vehicle to a manner that 
contravened restrictions on his 
driver’s Ucence, Clyde Howell 
Ross, 19,\ was fined 110, plus 84 
costs. ' '
’ I ,
Failure to stop h t a stop sign 
in Rutland cost John Andrew 
Anderson a fine of 810 plus coats 
of U  to district police court Mon­
day.
PItadUng (pdlty to a charge of 
exceeding the 80 m iks aif'hour 
highway speed limit nenr WwkI 
L.ake, Aifnfd Charles Mash was 
fined IB , plus 81 costs, alui had 
his driver’s licence endoi'seu.
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Phone or Drive in to OK Rubber Welders 
and Ask About Our Winter Rentals
W h y  P a y  6 7 .5 0  fo r  T iro s  T h a t  S it  in  th e  B a s e m e n t N in e  
A A onths o f  th e  Y e a r  W h e n  Y o u  C a n  R e n t T h e m  a t  O .K .
' W i t h  O.K. RENTALS Y o u  P a y  O n l y  f o r  t h e  T i m e  Y o u  U s e  T h e m
BUSINESS F IR M S USE OK’i  R E N TA L
LEASED CARS USE O K 'i R E N TA L
TR A V E LLE R S USE OK’s R E N T M .
T R A D IN G  CARS? "’’■USE"
T A K IN G  A  TR IP? ■;,USE O K 'b r e n t a l
A T  O .K . RUBBER W ELDERS
W inter Tire Headquarters
YouC gn V .
B U Y W IN T E R  T IR E S  
BUlMSET W IN T E R  TIRICS
<2 T Irert $9.00 Down —  25< •  Day 
R E N T W IN TE R  TIRICS A T  O .K . A N Y T IM E
Every Tire Fully Covered by 0 .K /$  l̂ amous International Guarantee
RUBBER
A fiC A H o tp  m c o A P
Cor, Bernaiid & Veriton Rd. Vhone 2792
fo r  Ronl
DUCCAN»ln loving metiKay oil FOR RENT - -  FURNISHO) 
oqr too mnd b r a t ^ ,  Jam es M llh lnxan . s « ^  pasem^pt, central 
Duggan. Ilocatlop. Phone 45M. 10
**Not dead to us who loved him . I h ^N T  - -  LIGHT HOUSE* 
not lost, but gone before. KEEPING room. Phone JM 8. 
He Uves with us to memory 
And will for evermore.'"
- u S i b ^  u a  M «y .
Bill and Bryan. NISHED h o i i ^ o t t  h e a t  ^  S
37 room furnished cabin. Aivly
U kevlew  M otet tf
SCHAMERKORN -  In tovtog_ - „ „  
memory of our dear husband »w*
father, L. H. Schamerhom. who N I^ E D  2 , w o m s u i t ^  
passed away O c t 9 . 1956. entrance ( l« ) .  P ^  t 7 «
•Today recalls the memory 2 P.m. o r 1812 alter 2 p.m . 7M
Of a  loved one gone to rest Rose Ave.___________ ”
And those who think of him g ^ u j i j r u L  3 ROOM APART 
t ^ y .  , , . .  s m T  i^us dtoette.-Large picture
Arc those who lovrf Wm bert. la ^  Exclusive
- E v e r  remembered by hU |,jacjt. Phone 8728. 38
loving wife and family. ' -------
Personal
DRAPES MADE EXPERTLY ,
F ree  estimates. Doris G uestiFO R RENT 
Kxme 2481. MlNISHED 3
371FURNISHED OR UNFURNISH 
ED two room apartm ent Private 
toilet and shower. Weekly or 
monthly 147.30 month. Inquire 
basement 784 Elliott Ave. tf
Coming Events
— PARTLY FUR- 
room , suite. 840 
month. Phone 4018. tf
WELL FURNISHED WARM 
sleepiiiE room in private home 
.............................. 42KELOWNA LITTLE THEATRE board optional. Phone 3252.
BRIGHT FURNISHED 
tre , f ^ .  15,18 and 17. Djm t  m lisl._ -a t housekeeping room. Ver-ee l  
ate w itrance. Nonthis Comedy Farce. Hekets at private
■^^***» i S  members. drinkers or smokers. Phone 8448 
owns Little Theatre are the h esM iu j s t  Paul St 
buys to town. 40'
THE DAILY GOUUKR 
WED., o c r .  t .  i t s r
Jacob Sollenbach 
Funeral Rites 
Thursday 2  p.m.
FuM ral service for Jacob Sal* 
lenbach. late of Wtofiekl. whose 
death oectirred a t a  Vancouver 
hospital Sunday a t 't h e  age of 
78. will be held tomorrow.
Elder M  L. Long 
SeventhHuy Adventist
AT WESTBANK
Terry Hopkins Member 
Royal Guard Of Honor
WESTBANK — Terry Hopkins. 
A.C. 2, now stationed a t  the RCAF 
base a t  Trenton. Ontario. wUI 
be a  m em ber of toe guard of 
honor when toe Queen visits 
.  „ Ottawa this month for toe epen- 
of the I [n2  of parUAnent His friends will 
Cbwch I p ro b a t^  be able to recognize him
ir n m a v  w nv m  irnF ir|L IG «T  HOUSEKEEPING ROOM K EEP F ^ A Y .  Npy. »  F ^ E  1808. 421
will officiate a t the final riles I w ^ n  toe guard is shown on tele* 
a t  Day’s Chapel «rf vision, as his p U cq ta  toe ranks
b r a ^  a t 2 p.m. Burial wUl be brfngs him into toe front row. 
at^toe Ketowna cem etoy. Terry's brother Ted, now serv-
A resldM t of WtofieM. i» a r  ing in the Canadian army, will
R^®*®n on October 14. as 
to P *  ** posted to the Cana- 
rR*** contingent of the U.N. police Switzerland, be came to C ansM lj^^  ^  Middle l^ s t .  
as a young roan, farming in thel*“ ”
High River. Alto. disW et for qhe  CatooUc Women’s League 
severM years. He nwved to Sal- i ,  holding a  bake sale, with a
'  ^  drawing for a  prize, on the after- 
tiitog^to W l^ W  to 18«. _ Lgon of Saturday, October 12. at
Westbank l ^ r o z e n  Food Pauline, t o '1855, he leaves,hto r - , * - —
second wife, Augustine, and one]
son, Jacob, also- of Winfield.] Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Garrard 
p;our grandchildren also survive.land son Clifford, of Vancouver.
spent toe weekend at toe home of 
Mrs. Peers. Lakevlew Heights,
John Paynter Is a t present to 
]toe Kelowna hospital.
—Remember the Lion’s Ladies 




Mrs. J . G. McCaulder returned
_____  I . . u. .] last week from toe Prince George
REMEMBER THE BAZAAR A N D ______________________________ A ^ t o m e r  parking zone and district, where she spent toe sum*
tea sponsored by Kelowna Chip- FOOR AND BOARD—1085 MAR* J  °®^® mer with her husband, who is
te r  N o T e  Order of toe Eastern TIN Ave. Phone 8848. 37 tw .^y jjen jsen  engaged in r o a d  construcUon
S tar on S a t ,  Nov. 16 .a t S t ] -  — ------ T T ~
George’s Hall, Bernard Ave.
37 Building Materials
BEST PARTY OF THE YEAR—
Firem an’s Ball. Nov. 1.
In a letter to City Council Mon­
day, toe firm  claimed it was "al* | husj M argaret Frank, of Riv- 
moirt impossible to get a pirk-]ers. Manitoba, has been visiting
371ESMOND LUMBER CO. LTD. ber friend. Miss Ethel Mackay.
___________  —  for all BuUdtog SuppUei. Special* ^  ^
KELOWNA CHAPTER ORDER iilng to  P ly w ^ .  Cootractora _________________ _
Eastern Star will be holding a ^ u i r i e s  Solicited. Phone or 
Home Bake Sale Saturday, Oct. w ire Orders Collect 3800 E.
12. IQ a.m.-4 p ju .— O. L. Jo n u  Hastings S t .  Vancouver, B.C,
Ltd. 38-^]GLenburn 1500. * tf
from hcoidtol. where he had been 
token as toe result of a  logging 
accident to which his knee was 
tojuxed.
EL C. Paynter left on Saturday 
for Harrison Hot Springs to at­
tend toe first provincial annual 
convention of notaries public now 
being held there. He is being 
accompanied by Mrs. Paynter 
and H. O. Paynter.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice McRae 
have left for a  holiday on 
motor trip  which will take them 
first' to Vancouver and then to 
various points south.
Miss P at Hopkins, now attend­
ing toe School of Nursing a t toe 
Provincial Hospital. Elssondale. 
si^n t toe weekend at her home 
here.
Mrs. Dorothy Gellatly has mov­
ed to Kelowna for the winter. Her 
house is now occupied by Mr. 
and Mrs. K. B. Huffman and 
their two children, who come 
from Vancouver.
^ r s .  John Seltenrich attended 
toe Kamloops - Okanagan joint 
autumn rally United Church Wo­
men's Auxiliaries held in Nara- 
m ate last Thursday. The guest 
speaker was Mrs. K. R. Rose. 
Canadian president, from Tor­
onto. Mi'S. T. F. McWlUiarris 
gave an interesting talk on toe 




Jam es, Copitoome and Birch Ltd 
366 Bernard Ave.
(as a t 1 p.m.)
Tbday’q Closing E aiteni Prlece. 
A venges
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PRINTED PATTERN
Business Personal Property For Sale
MAJOR OIL COBIPANT 
BAS A NEW MODERN 
SERVICE STATION 
FOR LEASE 
to downtown location to 
Major Okanagan Centre, 
n e a te  direct toqidriee to 
P.O. Box 117, Kelowne. B.C.
40
]FOR SALE — 2 BEDROOM war­
time house. IŜ WO.OO. South end.] 
82.000 down. $50 per month. Phone 
]6873._______________________ «
LARGE LOT FOR SALE AT Ok. 
Blission. On Highway and creek.] 
N.H.A. approved. $1800.00, terms.
]Phone 6873.__________ 40]
NEW COZY BUNGALOW ON
COBIE IN AND SEE OUR DRAP- Lake Shore a t Poplar P dn t. 2] 
ERIES . . . Our prices are as bedrooms, ready Oct. 15. Large 
low or lower than any to Kel* lot, city water, good beach, 
owna , . .  For d ra p ^ e s . paints.]beautiful view. Price 812,000 on] 
w ^ p ap er, m irrors and giass, see]term s. Apply owner, Ciordon D .| 
Kelowna Paint and W allj^per ] Herbert, Kdowna, B.C..
Ltd., 532 Bernard Ave., Phone]------------------—  -----j—
Cars And Trucks4320, 42
Lost and Found BIUST SELL 1850 PONTIAC ex-
FOUND UPTOWN GM KEY. *•
L w er m ay claim a t the C a a c ie t^  :____? I |
Office.
Position Wanted
WATCH *T:ARS AND TRUCKS] 
for sale**—there are some great 
bargatoa listed every Inw of toe 
__ICourler. 82-tlt|
EXPERIENCED BOOKKEEPER. 
—references. Phone 623L 40I*®®^  DODGE MAYFAIR V-8 —]Sedan with over-drive and  aB
RELIABLE CARE OF .PRE extras A-1 ctmdition. Any reason* | 
s^ o b l children by day to  my able offer accepted. Phone 4230. 
home. Phone 2887. 38 _____________ ' - t f |
CAPABLE MIDDLE -  AGXp VK>* jO R  SALE — STRONG BOX 
m an with ^  14 wants housfr U j^gp^ good cem^tton. New 
k e e j ^  job. No objeetton to ] quick-aale $60.00,. Glen-
more Auto Court, phone 2720.
 ̂ . ■ ■ ' . 37*381
] BARGAIN — 1851 F O B D rre - | 
] conditioned throughout. Small 
]trade. Phone 8887 evenings. 42|
child o r two. Phone4680.
Help Wanted
WANTED
Jack Lynn spent toe weekend 
at his home here. He is in the 
employ of toe B.C. Forest Service 
and is being transferred from 
Kamloops to  Horsefly.
Mr. Roy Sandberg is now home
Mr. and Mrs.^A. G. Reid (nee 
Olive Mae Blackey), of Victoria 
are the proud parents of a baby 
daughter, bom on Saturday. Oct­
ober 5. Mrs. J . H. Blackey left 




Change in ownership has taken 
] place in the business formerly 
(g r a te d  a t Century Motors a t 
Bernard and St. Paul.
The last remaining garage on 
Bernard now will be known as 









Siegfried Lanzinger, who has Taylor, chairman of the South 
been Operating the Junction Serv-1 and E ast Kelowna centennial 
ice a t Rutland for toe past year, reports toe receipt of a cheque 
He takes over from J .  W. for $517.80 for centennial head- 
Campbell and P. L. Shannon, Q u a ^ rs . This assures the com- 
who came here from Calgary to Pl®bon of the project, the con- 
take over toe business nearly ] structiong of a small landscaped 
three years ago. Mr. Shannon is P®rk adjacent to the E ast Kel- 
retuming to  Calgary but Mr. owna Commuraty Hall.
S t e  Miss Dorothy Hait returned re-
Mr. Lanzinger said he would 
not have the General Motors 55.**
Buick-Pontiac agency, for toe W m se " e r^  V^co^^^
School, Sask-tends to deal in used cars, a | 
business he operated a t Junction
Sy y ice. I Recent visitors at 'the home of
h e r e  t Hb EE  YEATO _ Mrs. Kate Rogers were Mr. and 
An Austrian immigrant, Mr. Mrs. G. Smith of Olds, Alta 
Lanzinger came to Kelowna a 
UtQe over three years ago and Bill Zimmer Is a  patient in the 
his first job was in toe garage hospital, 
where Jie now is toe owner of toe „ , .
business Some interesting films were
His application for a  trade ^ow n  a t the school on Tuesday 
Uceqce w as approved by city tog pm cipal, Sam.Jan-
councU Monday night. zen. I t  is_^hoped to make these
- ------ -— --------------- -— -Ifilm  showing regularly through
the winter.
UNGTHY TglAL
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10 Base Metals 
15 Oils
Investment Fimds 
Prices quoted on a basis.
Bid Asked
All Cdn Compound .
AU Cdn Dividend 






In a' trial in magistrate's court 
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Steel of Can 
Trans Mtn. PI 
Walkers 
West Ply
Cal and Ed 
Cdn Husky 
Cent Del Rio 
Fort St. John 
Home Oil A 















































Westbank logger, empl  
Carmi. was fined $200 when con­
victed on a charge of creating a 
public miscMef.
Despite the denial of H an y  
‘Chirly” Derickson. 30, Stipen­
diary M agbtrate Donald WMte 
adjudged him to be the driver 
of toe pickup truck that rolled 
over on a road in toe Indian Re­
serve and caused a  serious back 
injury to another Indian 
Magistrate White described toe 
action of Derickson in blaming 
the other Indian—Albert Wilson 
-with having taken the truck 
without his consent as a “de­
spicable act."
Derickson had contended that 
he was at home sleeping a t the 
time of the accident and suspect- 
Wilson had taken the
The hearing of evidence and 
toe summation of toe defence and 
prosecution actually had con­
cluded late Monday afternoon, 
but the magistrate postponed his 
adjudication until yesterday 
morning, in the face of the mass 
of contradictory testimony he 
had to wade through.
The magistrate said that in 
his opinion the crown witnesses 
had nothing to gain by perjuring 
themselves. The chief crown wit­
nesses were Wilson, his wife. 
Grace, and his sister, Dorothy 
Wilson.
All admitted being in toe truck 
at the time of the accident. Wil­
son was two weeks in toe hos­
pital and still is in a plaster cast 
from his waist to his arm  pits. 
The truck, which had been pur­
chased by Derickson only hours 
before the accident, was fairly 
heavily damaged.
CLAIMED PERJURY 
Defence counsel Robert Hay- 
man, in his summation, de­
scribed toe Wilsons as “preju­
diced witnesses”  and claimed 
they were committing perjury to 
ge him (Wilson) “off toe hook 
for a  potential charge of theft 
of a  car.”
Cpl. T. R. Tobiasen, who pro­
secuted for the crown, in ius 
summation, contended t h a
MINES
Teachers Plan
Auto Financing I ONE YARD REMNANT
I R tetty protection from soots
PlRANCING A CAR? BEFORE ai»d splashes! Sew several gay. ^
3?”*. Dow aprons from thrifty one-yard 35- f i w f O A
CostFinancingServicewitocom * in<^ remnants! Make the'apple V l»  I U I I C I  A ' f X U  
Afternoons. Monday to Saturday, p l ^  Insumnce roverage, Cter- pq^ket of scraps. Sewing la swift -i-v .
Inelnslve. AvaUabto 8;S0 p.ai. 1™^®:^ * of
oiiia. OUverGsoyoos district for their
annual- convention, 
r. Requires 11 91 ♦/."Oft
Young Man or Woman
FOB PART T n iE  WORK





Cas Asbest . 6% 6%




Hud Bay 50 51%
Noranda 40% 41
Sherritt - 5.05 5.10
Steep Rock 12% 12%
Pipelines
Alberta Gas 14% 15%
Can Delhi 8% 8%
N. Ont Gas 11% 12%
Trans Canada C 26% 27%
W. Coast V.T. 28% 29%
Banks
Commerce 42% 43%
Imperial 44% . 45
Montreal 41% 42%
Nova Scotia 53 54
Royal 61% 62







WINFIELD — A new slate of
low Printed Pattern.
Printed Pattern
^jO ctober 24 to 26.
i  -  u ' A  Representatives from B.C. in-, „„  „
PrintCQ oi^6ctio^s on o&Gh P&Vmustry will sposk to tG&chors for the Winfield Hecre&:
. . parents on what industry expects tipn^.Commlssion were ap s j^ ted  
Send FIFTY CENTS (50c) in | today’s graduates, and what I annual meetinga hem m
coins( stamps cannot be accep- graduates can expect in industry, the club room of the ,Memorial
ted) for this pattern. Please brint Representatives from Consoli- Hall. It was a poorly attended
plainly SIZE, NAME, ADDRESS, d a ^  Mining and Smelting Ltd., meeting and the officers ex- 
I STYLE NUMBER. B.C. Telephone, B.C. Electric Pressed disappointment in the
: Requests lo r patterns should and Imperial Oil will give in- mterest shown as the commission
Wanted To Rent
WANTED TO RENT IMMEDI-,
ATELY by school teacher. 2 bed* Ws have,the following machines
room home o r spsriBnent. Prefer* in stock s t  our Kelowna Branch ] _____ ,_____________________ ^ ^
’ably funilshcto Phone 8834 s t t e r L - , _ -  n n w  i. ^ - b e  addressed to  Marian Martin, dustry’s views on education’s Us*®*" the good of toe community.
5 p.m. 5 - ”,’? ” |ca re  of The Kelowna Courier]place and part in too “ Future of] _.Th® new officers are as follows:
------------------------------- ilato madel, all •«mpp«d ^  Front St., W., Canada." The pubUc meeting will Ch®irman. Jo to  McCoubrey;sec-
ranty |12,l88.«01.j.j^l,, . ^ j j  Ronald - Ritchie, manag- k fta ry , S. Taljl. Other members
...................... - ' .................................  ■■ 'o f the commission are Mrs. L.
WANTED TO RENT -  TWO glng. 8 (Way warranty 
bedroom housq In or near dty by L ,  _ u-w*Nov. I. Phono 8738. 42 OLIVER BDH Crawler, 40 h.p., take aboirt ten days.
—  equipped for logging. SOdsy war*-----r—  
U t r . ...... ....... i I V m I .Articles For Sale
INTEBNATIONAL TD-14 Craw*F4r Rent
Ing director of toe western dL ..,, „ . _  , .
] vision, Imperial Oil speaking onlW®tker and E. Bilquist. 
toe subject, “Canada and Its 
Future."
]ler, equipped fra  logging. In «x-FO R  SALE—TEIENAOER’S Good,HI ^
Ictment condition 18,800.00 used dbtoing. Jackets, etc, Ph<»ie H S m  O p U r d tO f  S S y S
Iped for logging . . .  FOR SALE — USED 30 FOUND Moon Sends Code
TVanslent o r  Perm anent Guests Crswler T ra c to r ;U w i^  A p p ^ H A M I L T O N  (CP) Baden
IlramiCTt o r  P e n n ^ t  O u e tteL ite  blada and winch. 22 h.p. «or^ 1165 Ethel Reasonable Ratea Completely re-conditioned. 30*f
Prince Charles lodge
Comfortable —  Pleasant 
Relaxing
+ - -----------1 Firm Fined For
Failing To File 
Tax Return
__________  __ _____  Minimum fine of $10, plus
o jL a n ^ n ,  an am ateur radio op-]?®®t®» wa® l®vlcd by Magistrate
I Donald White
n io n e  4124  
9 2 4  B c ra n tl AvOif 
B.C,
erator, said he received in m agistrate’s
“there cannot be any other driver 
(than Derickson)". That was too 
only conclusion that could be ar* 
rived at, said he.
A contradiction of testimony 
existed almpst from beginning to 
end. Differences occurred not 
only In the identity of the driver 
at the time of the accident, but 
where they went, what they did 
and who was in the truck. 
ADDITIONAL CHARGE 
The Wilsons claimed they never 
reached Derickson’s place, be­
cause the accident happened on 
the way. Derickson mainfalhM 
the accident happened after a 
>arty at his place and after he 
lad fallen asleep on the chester­
field.
Derickson and his counsel took 
the judgment calmly and said 
little, pending a second charge 
that was the outcome of toe con­
viction on the first.
With a slight pause, the court 
resumed Tuesday morning and a 
charge of impaired ririving was 
read against Derickson. He 
pleaded Innocent. - 
Most of the crown witnesses 
again testified, but Derickson did 
not take the stand on his behalf, 
nor were any defence witnesses 
called^
Defence Counsel Hayman said 
simply; “ I move for dismissal.” 
■That was all.
Cpl. Tobiasen urged toe mag­
istrate to convict.
APPEAL CONSIDERED 
With only a moment’s hesita­
tion, M agistrate White observed 
that it seemed to be a case of 
toe blind leading tha blind.”  
There was plenty of mference 
that everyone had been drinking, 
but there was no substantial evi­
dence that Derickson was Im­
paired.
So he dismissed toe charge.
Mr. Hayman immediately ask­
ed the magistrate then, in too 
light of the ^smiesUL tq 4'eview 
his decision on Q u ftrsY charge 
in the light of thj^yjrosh evMence 
of "prejudice," which he main­
tained was introduced during too 
trial on toe impaired driving 
charge.
The magistrate said he would 
consider toe request. Mr. Hay­
man intimated that an  appeal 
would 1)e launched in a higher 
court if the conviction rematoed.
AT VERNON
day w arran ty '. .............  anjO ,g0]FOR SALE *-• RECORD PLAYER erately strong signals from too ®®urt yesterday^ against a local
In cabinet with compartment for Russian satellite Monday night m“«ufact®rtng firm for falling 
OLIVER 0 0 3 , with firoot «nd]connecting mantel radio. Also from 8:06 to 8:45 p.m . EDT. to flic a federal exciso tax r ^
lo ad o r---- -------- -------  M«488.tR]supply o r  records $20. Player] Blmday night's signals were turn for a  specified period;
I m a n t e l  radio In -th e  usual beeping sound, he sold,] Defendant o tijpany, Kelowna 
CATERPILLAR , _1>8 . W vqjL ]eluded , also racords $45. Call 700]but Sunday night’s transmission]Mochine Shop Ltd., did not have
*®®5**»|y*'  ̂ Hyster wiach, eabteaM l® ]D eH art or Phone 7 ^  evenings,]gave w a y 'to  a signal sounding]representation at the hearing and 
|Y o u n d R ^ , close to, ladles onl^]dozer .............— .........  |7JW8.00| tflllk  .~'* ■ - . .ke coded information.
ADAMS 811 Tsndem Gnder. Very FOR SALE •
NIOS SLEEPING ROOM .I^Kjgood machine with c;tb, scarifier, ]NACE blower unit. Phont 8607. 
lady,  ̂WeU, located. _Avaltobto]BaM *wr snow ptotewtot-
too trial proceeded under a spec­
ial section of too Criminal Code
Nov. 1. Apply Box 3202 Courier.
40
I848048
rf>MPi■Et I'i FITW-. ,
Best home insurance: simple of Canada that gives too niagls 
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FOR SALE — A BARGAIN, 
CATERPILLAR D 4  Crawler, brand n ew ^ te to k ss  steel cook* 
with La Plante Choate Hydraulic ve<» Phw»e 3388. 39
doter.^ Considerable work h a t p o n  bA L E -120 BASS "Hohner” 
done <m tlda i n a c h t o e ^ ^  with f case. Excellent
W »< »^]condition. Phone 3818, t f]
ciM IS liIR D  A D V m iilN G  
Btendaid Typo 
RATES .
ROOM AND BOARD BY GENE AHERN
Pacific Tractor &  
Equipment Ltd.
18tT Water 81.. Yhka 4M8, 
KI9IAWNA. BX.
No white space. 
Minimum ,10 words,
|1 lns«rtlon _  
j l  consecutive 
Instrtlona
\ per word
vgS; Justus; 1)15 GCA CAME ̂  
IDMCMS«lStlto5̂ 1AKINSA 
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8ALE 0 / 0 0 0  HEEDlOne toserilon .41.11 tadi
•a d  o«ta $40 per too to * J
______ s (MP Riora. Apply J .  o . l ,  tow rilow  w.— 148 tod>|
Lystcr HR K  Afourtrong. Flwoe 8 conMcutlra Inserttona . 
Axiuatrong 3708. r t |  «*■*««*• —— -v— . M  ln a i |
Claadfled Gsids ■
8 count linM dally ...4 840 month 
Dally to r 6 nwmtot.... BJO month 
additional Itoa nu.3-W ]«»*»**»
Ona Incli daily — ilM  n ^ i h
toaa Inch
8  ftoMS VMil nnnni in lAtft m S th
A rtk b t W aited
WAtpiCO -  USED 
[Oatfmrm acales wef 
iOD pounds. Phone 
t« M to U y C
>RTARLB 
,  up to 
O o ^ s .  
II
a u s f A < M O ( N o w T o m r m m t  
A AD ia w .- . ,M i> n i  B u r m m
ltVA7E)flOnClPEA.JUUfeUtOW^ 
VDO EVER W K (3F ITL.WEU, I eWSS 
(75 EASY MiCN A FEUAV Afi©»US.-\ 
ANPriLSUISTMBSUYWHO 
s w u o u m t i  r —
t U r u i r
BRAVES BOW
Continued from Page 1
day’s performances. Berra ap­
peared in his S3rd world series 
game, breaking the record of 52 
made by another Yankee, Phil 
Rizzuto. Hip homer was his 10th 
in world series play, putting him 
in a tie with Lou Gehrig and 
Duke Snider for second place 
among all-time series home run 
hitters.
Bauer’s winning blow marked 
the 13th consecutive series game 
in which ho had hit safely, ty­
ing A record held by Frank 
Schulte of the Chicago Cubs ond 
Harry Hooper of the Boston Red 
& x.
Apart from too homers, Tur­
ley’s pitching was the feature of 
the game. ‘The Braves touched 
him for a single in the second 
and a double by Ed Mathews in 
toe fourth but couldn't score 
either time.
He didn’t  give up A walk until 
the eighto inning when. Felix 
Mantilla drew one after two wore, 
out. Ho gave another to Ed M at­
hews to start the ninth, then got 
Aaron on a  called third strike 
and made Covington hit Into 
double play.
The Yanks, who had to win 
this game to stay in the serlca 
made only seven hits off throe 
Milwaukee pitchers. After Ber­
ra 's  homer in the third, McDojug 
aid got an infield single'
Je rry  Luihpo walked, 
brought the end for Buhl who had 
seen in trouble in the first/tw o 
innings, Johnson allowed only 
0(10 tilt—a fourth inning double 
by Coleman—before Bauer I 
up too game with his homer, 
Johnson was the loser.
Don Larsen, the Yankees’ no* 
h(t pitching star of the 1050 world 
series, Is scheduled to start the 
final game, Ttiursday pgalnst 
either Warren Spahn, Milwau­
kee’s oiling left hander, b r Lew 
Burdette. Spahn,' beddt^ by a 
sore throat, again spent the day 





VERNON — City council Tues­
day night took steps to block a 
loophole in the present building 
by-laws after hearing a {petition 
of home owners l i ^ g  in the 
Lakeview subdivisionjof the city.
A delegation headed''by-Cecil 
Clark, J r ., presented a  petition 
asking council to amend the 
present by-law to prevent the 
moving of old homes to class *A’ 
residential areas of the city such 
as the Lakeview subdivision.
Signed by the majority of home 
owners to Lakeview, toe petition 
was dra'wn up when an old home 
recently was moved onto a  lot 
in the new subdivision.
Mr. CRark" told council on be­
half of the 40 home owners who 
signed the petition, that old homes
out it  would take three months 
before the by-law could be 
changed and council agreed to 
see to it in the meantime that no 
more old . homes were move to 
lots to toe subdivision.
BECKER FROUD'
degraded the value of the''prop- 
crties already- established and 
that the Lakeview subdivision 
was established a s - a  class ‘A' 
residential area with home own­
ers* lots valued as much as 
$2,1Q0.
Ctouncil was unanimous class 
A’ residential areas should be 
kept as such and moved to meet 
immediately with the city collci- 
tor and amend the present by­
law.





VERNON — DoUar-wise and 
percentage-wise tax collections in 
Vernon for the period January 
to September 30 this year reached , 
a possible all-time high, finance 
chairman Alderman Jack Monk 
reported to city council Tuesday 
night.
Presenting a report by G. J . 
Boer, assessor, Alderman Monk 
said 08.01 per cent of the 1957 
levy had been collected.
'The total 1957 levy is $490,509.27 
and the total collections to Sep­
tember 30 totalled $489,589.07. ,
Alderman Monk said it was in­
teresting to note that over toe , 
past 10 years the percentage of 
collections for the sam e period, 
tod not go< below 96.16.
M ayor Frank - Becker cqm- 
mehted toe report goes to prove 
that Vernon's claim to  be too 
tostest growing city t o toe inter­
ior is not an Itoe boast. He added 
he wondered if Mayor J .  J .  Ladd 
of Kelowna could m atch this ex­
cellent report.
RESOURCES
eVA STALWARTS WON’T RUN 
VANCOUVER (CP) -  Three 
prospcctivo candidates for too 
recentiy-tonned C^vlc Voters As­
sociation here said they don’t 
want to run In toe December civic 
elections., Mrs. Eve Biirns-MlUcr, 
one of the three, said she feels 
"Iho people are (lot- ready” to 
challenge the Non-PortiHan As­
sociation which hai( ruled civic 




Ceattoned from Tage 1
Gren organization would build an 
industrial empire in the, nrda 
costing perhaps $1,000,000,000. 
NEW AGREEMENT 
Mr. Bennett’s statement Tues­
day was to , the nature of an 
interim report on the surveys, for 
which Wenner-Oren B.C. Devel­
opment (lompnny Limited re- 
tpined toe British Thomson-Hous- 
ton Company of London. He sold 
the government has signed an­
other agreement with Weqncr- 
OrCn principals providing for fur­
ther study of dam sites, The 
cornpany has until Dec, 31, 1950, 
to commit Itself on the develop­
ment. , '
' The prehiter left no doubt that 
ho believes the mammoth de­
velopment will take place, revol­
utionizing too economic develop­
ment o f  central and northern 
B.C., drawing new industries to 
too area and solving toe prov­
ince’s power problems.''
"Never beforo have I  consid 
ered a project of such gtgiinUc
Kroportions. nor one which can nve such lar-rcaching and bene 
flclal effects on the people ol 
British (tolumbia and' Canada,” 
he said.
British I Columbia equipment, 
labor and supplies are given 
preference. A $500,000 cheque, 
deposited with the government 
by the company last winteir as o 
performance guarantee, will tie 
held
fit—as Prem ier Bennett saysi.
‘‘They’d  certainly have to con­
sult Albert ond I presume they 
will,” Agriculture M inliter'L . C. 
Halmrast said today.
The Peace River, which origi­
nates in British Columbia bqt 
flows through northern Alberto; 
would be involved to any such 
development.
Jam es G. MacGregor, chairman 
of the Alberta Power Commission 
and the government’s  torccrtnan 
commission on northern develop­
ment, said B:C, probably, 'wIU 
have to consult with both too 
Alberto ond federal govorntnents 
beforo any work on the project 
is started.
The northern development com­
mission will hove to look into the 
matter, he said, “beenuso so far 
as , wo are concerned there can't 
be any injury to nortliorn Al­
berto.”
. . .FULL OF FANTASY 
BAYS PINIJiYSON 
VANCOUVER (CP) -  Deane 
Flnloyson; B.C, Progressive Con- 
servotiva loodcr, said today the 
proposed Wennor-Oren hydro­
electric station qn the Peace 
River may be full of fantasy.
" It is n thing of such terrifto 
magnitude ond apparent potential 
it is difficult to come to any 
well-co(tsldcred conclusions on 
the m atter,” said Mr. Flnlayson.
as a conUuntog (deposit to 
ensure that provisions of tiie la­
test agreement are niet.
“WAIT AND 8 IEE” '
EDMONTON (CP) -  Alberta 
,government officials want more 
Information on the pro|)osed 
hiigC( power development. They 
are aura Alberta wlU bene-
Just 13 Days Until 
' Tax Deadline
Avoid 10% Penalty, Pay 
your City of Kelowna Pro- 
(teriy Taxes how.
WED.. OCT. t .  1157 rn c  KELOWNA COUKIEB
WEATHER REPORT
September Low Was 34 -  
But At Joe Rich Frigid 19!
S^wnsner U?mjp€rntures prevail*,degrees,^vinic.an overall aver- 
ed  'during Sq>lember but eve^ *>( a b ^  60 A g rees .
DAILY CROSSWORD
niags were cooler In both the KeV' 
owna and Joe Rich districts.
High in Kbiowna was S3 de­
grees, reom lcd on September 11, 
while the thermometer dipped cm 
September, 18 to tlio month’s 
lowest point, 34, degrees. Maxi- 
mun mean temperature was 73.47 
degrees, minimum mean, 45.43 
KELOWNA
Day of
Bsentb max. min. p n
1 .....................  78 53 .C
2 ...................... 74 53
3 — ................ 74 47
4 .....................  76 52
5 .....................  71 50
8 ...........    81 51
7 .................  70 50
In the Joe Rich area, 82 (de­
grees was the high mark and 
was recorded September 6, 
While 19 degrees, the lowest 
temperature recorded during the 
memth was registered on Sep­
tember 19. Average maximum 
temperature for the district was 
71.85. average minimum, 34.1, 
overall average. 52.07 degrees. 
JOE RICH
Day of
month max. min. pree.
1 ...................  77 39 .07
2 ...............    68 47
3 - ....................  70 35 .25
4 .....................  75.5 34
5 ......................  72 41
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TV Schedule -  CHBC-TV
Please note that CBBC-Televiston is test-programming on 
Channel 2, Kelowna area only, until such time as transmitters at 
Vernon and Penticton are r e a ^  for use.
(Note: Schedule subject to last- SATURDAY. OCTOBER 12
6:00—Long John Silverminute changes.)
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 9




7:00—Parade of Stars 
7:30—Our Golden Jubilee 
8:00—Skyline Trails 
8:30—Moonight Bay 
9:(K̂ —So Small My Island- 
9:30—To be announced 
10:00—Here and There 
10:30—A Note of F ear 
11:00-<^C-TV News.
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 10














6:50 CHBC-TV Sports ' 
7:00—Parade of Stars 
7:30—History of the Helicopter 
8:00—Last of the Molu9ans 
8:30—Club O’Connor 
9:OO^Billy and the Bride 
9:30—Country Hoedown 
10:00—Pipeline 
10:30—To be announced 
11:00—CBC-TV News.
6:30-M r. Fixit 
6:45-CHBC-TV News 
7:00—Shadow on the Praiiie 
7:15—Each Man’s Son 
7:30—Holiday Ranch 
8:00-WIFU ,
Calgary at Vancouver 
9:00—Big Crossing 
9:30—Pelicans of Last Moimtain 
10:00—Food of the World 
10:30—To be announced 
11:00-CBC-TV News.
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 13 
4:00—’This Is the Life 
4:30—Country Calendar 
5:00—Summer Magazine 
6:00—’The Living Sea 
6:30—Father Knows Best 
7:00—Picture Provinca 
7:15—Northwest Miramichi 
7:30—Douglas' Fairbanks Pres 
8:00—’The Land Columbus 
Loved Best 
8:35—Parade of Stars 
9:00—Queen’s Address 
10:00—To be announced 
10:30—Portraits of Power
DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE — Here’s how to work It: '
A X Y D L B A A X R  
is L O N G F E L L O W
One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A Is used 
for the three L's, X for the two O's, etc. Single letters, apostrophes; 
the length and formation of the words are all hints. Each day the 
code letters are different ,
A Crytogram Quotation
N H  A X  T N A  W H  L X K A  N A  N K -  
F W H F ,  H X  A X  T N A  W H  L X K A  N A  
N A O U C K  — P N U F X A .
Yesterday’s Cryptoquote: WORDS ARE WOMEN, DEEDS ARE 
MEN—HERBERT.
Senator Haig Oath 
Set For Saturday
O’TTAWA (C P )— Senator John 
T. Haig of Winnipeg is to be 
sworn in Wednesday by Gov­
ernor-General Massey as minis­
ter without portfolio, reliable 
sources said todgy.
THE OLD HOME TOWN • a g q i M g U  I  I g i i N O N w i
WHATr^AGAINT/
yesreK dA 't'S tya
VA/EfCE CONKEO 
CV4-TH' BACK O',, 
^UI9 AIOGd(N H
Jy  STANLEY
ITb ANOTHBR FIRST -  
" n R s n R w f t iH s  MOibAdAW, 
petL ovaq IT !r -
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I A n ,
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CONTRACT BRIDGE
By B. JAY BECKER 





gl 6 5 
R J 8
4 8 6 4 3 2
4 A K 9 8
WEST EAST
4 K Q 9  4 J 8 7 3 3
4 10  97  2 4 6 4 3
4 A  4 9 7
410  74  82  4 Q 3  6
SOUTH 
4  A 10 4 
4 A K Q S  
4 K Q J 1 0 5  
♦  5 ■
The bidding:
South West North East
1 4  Pass 2 4  Pass
3 4  Pass 4 4  Pass
4 NT Pass 5 4  Pas* '
■ ® A
Opening lead—king of spades. 
Donald Sweet, of Chicago, sent 
me this interesting hand which 
was played recently in a duplicate 
game.
• ’The bidding was very good. 
South identified his enormous 
hand by jumping to three hearts 
over the two diamond response, 
although two hearts would have 
been equally forcing. North co­
operated in the slam effort "by 
bidding clubs, and Blackwood
t<Mk over from , there
At several tables, decTarer went 
down a t the six diamond con'- 
tract, ’The play went ace of 
.spades, followed by three rounds 
ol^hearts, ,dun\my’s ^pade t>pihg ,mpn(
YOUk HOROSCOPÊ /̂|
discarded. ’The" ace of diamonds 
was then forced out but West re­
turned the fourth round of hearts, 
Dummy ruffed, East overruffed, 
and the contract was down one.
’The defense at these tables was 
pretty automatic. Declarer had 
led a low heart to the jack, which 
held the trick, so that West, in 
each case, knew South had start­
ed with A-K-Q-x of hearts. It 
was not too much for the West 
players to hope that partner 
could overruff dummy on a heart 
return.
Those who made the six dia­
mond contract foresaw the pos­
sibility df the heart overruff. 
After cashing three high hearts 
and discarding the spade, they' 
also cashed the A-K of clubs, dis­
carding the remaining high heart. 
Now the ace of diamonds was 
conceded, and the slam was 
made.
Of course, the situation is un­
usual where declarer goes out of 
his way to discard a winner on 
a winner, but in this case reten­
tion of the high heart constiutes 
a clear-cut danger which has to 
be'averted. 1.
’The heart is disposed of be­
cause it is a liability if it remains 
in the declarer’s hand. Not only 
is the slam subject to defeat, 
against the actual East-West dis­
tribution, if the heart is retained, 
but also if the East and West 
hands are exchanged. In such 
case. East also would .return the 
fourth round of hearts after tak­
ing his singleton ace of diamonds 
and allow West to score the set­











There are some who may ex­
perience feelings of tension and 
pressure now, so be tactful in all 
dealings. Don’t aggravate situa­
tions because of lack of under­
standing. You maintain your 
emotional poise and all will go 
well.
FOR THE BIRTHDAY
If tomorrow is your birthday, 
your horoscope indicates that dc 
cislons which you make during 
the next three months could have 
far-reaching effects, both finan­
cially and job-wise, so be excep­
tionally careful in making them. 
Do nothing Impulsively and ana­
lyze all situations before taking
tM o m ascR A H
PLAim ON nB6HEU. IMraOf
^ m m f x o r n o u R M e
WHO CAST tRBRRSrvOrE • 
F W  THE DECLARATION, 
OF INOEPfiNDENCe 
WA&TVtH FATHER OP 
8  DOCTORS
M D x m o m m m m t i
O FTD O qO RS
VMi BUU.T IN MM W A
|(WHMlW8l»«IIW 
RfTURMEO IMMC
O f U R C M m p m f m in m w w iw
action
action
of any kind. ’The right 
especially during the 
current month—can produce fine 
results in 1958.
Aspects, governing your per­
sonal life will be generally good 
during the new year, promising 
harmony in dome.stlc, social and 
sentimental relationships. Avoid 
nervous tension In March, how­
ever, and, during April, keep a 
watchful eye on the budget. Tra­
vel will be favored between June 
and September, and some ekcel- 
lent news concerning a pro|)crty 
matter is possible late in August.
A child born on this day will 
be acutely sensitive, remarkably 




msybe they do It  Ir  Euro|M , but you’is  not 
U k ii^  iR« to a (onnal (tonise OR T H A X r
'£1TM£R aTH£Wk'6 IN 
NLRPOTilGE.-DR'THS 
WHOLE MJ6(NES$ ABCXIT 
ny FATHER IS A FOR(30mN 
OLD LApyS FRANTIC 
HtVIlsIk EFFORTTOCREEPaADC. 
I INTO THE l£ADLMES/
EITMER WAY. THE CARMICHEL CHARN- 
OU6HT TO 60Ff 0( HER UP to  THE. 
POHT yvHEIbl 8MIU. AMUT Safi'S 
LYING ABOUT MY FATHER.'
OK»tLy-I
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C0U»Nl\(^F YOUR ALIM I3YIMS
ACOOO HrY l̂SIlTRlHTCD
IEAPERJ / f  HER TO HIM.
HE SHOULD HAVE
savidher.
fUT LOOK YTHl, lORkM POSS 








I  TfiiNX TW8 
PATCH-UP JOS I P,D 
WiLL SET US BACK 
TO PR. B A S T L A tO S
I  HOPE 60.' 
I  FOMT U<B 
6EiM5 PPANUT
iiiiillliiillilllilllllc ^
IF YOU DON'T LET 
ME MAKE A CAKE BY 
MVSELE 1 NEVER 
vmx LEARN
OKAY- 
. HERES A 
RECIPE
VEH. BUT DON'T 









I HAVE TO measure 
A QUARTER OF x= 





YOU DO IT ,  . 
G R A N D M A /
NO .YOU GO IN .'I 
AT TH’ LAST PLACE— H r
D O  Y O U  N E E D  A  C O U P L E  




,.T* KEEP YOUR IC IN ’ PA N S  




GREAT 1 9 1
NO KOOAA 
AND WE CAN'T 
GETATAKI AT 
TWe HOUR!
DON'T FEEL BAR AVNNlEl 
AFTER ALL...CINI7ERELLA 
AKKIVEP IN A PUMPtON
A beautiful glass cjook-
AND LOOK AT IT.'.
• M i
■ S ia=z










SHANKS (SON MIS WAY I 
I HARDLY THINK HE WILL TRY TO 
STEAL SUNDOWN AGAIN. A4ARIA-
BOT WEROR ROY I 
THE OLD MISSION! 
CHILI TELL ME SO/
SENOR GUSTY IS HIPINCI' TRI6GBR 
IN THE MISSION STABLES, ROSITA! 
OUR AMIGO ROY ROGERS MOST 
ITItOUBLR/
/  oii.„YACK-tT-Tl 
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RACE TO OUTER SPACE STIRS WORLD EXCITEMENT
When the race to outer space 
began with launching of the 
Red Moon •'Sputnik", ham 
radio operators all across Can­
ada, like Gil Stevens, left 
above, helped take over track­
ing of the satellite. Meanwhile, 
the United States continues its
rocket testing in preparation 
for its own satellite launching 
expected soon. Upper right 
shows a Convair F-102A Delta
NEW SIGHTINGS HELP
Observers May' Fix 
Moon's Exact Orbit
WASHINGTON (AP)—Reports 
of additional sightings of Rus­
sia’s earth satellite raises hopes 
that Western scientists might 
speed up the computing of its 
precise orbit.
The latest observations showed 
the satellite is circling the globe 
right on schedule a t a speed of 
18,000 miles an hour, although 
one conflicting set of unofficial 
calculations showed its speed had 
dropped to 15,500, possibly indi 
eating the ball might drop from 
its orbit.
Radio reception from the satel­
lite  was interrupted at times 
Monday night. TheHussian’globe, 
dubbed “Sputnik” by Soviet au­
thorities, has held the attention 
of the world since its launching 
last Friday.
TRACE ORBIT 
U.S. experts had hoped Mon­
day night to obtain, by«clectronic 
computation, such detailed orbit 
data as the exact path of the 
sphere, its location in outer space 
and possibly its precise shape.
That information had been ex­
pected from data fed into a giant 
electronic computer a t the Smith­
sonian Astrophysical Observa­
tory at Cambridge, Mass.
however, late Monday night, 
Dr. Fred L. Whipple, observatory 
director, said the machine did 
hot come up with the expected 
material' because of insufficient 
or accurate data.
The results still were close 
enough, he said,^to track the or­
bit within one minute and one 
d e^ e e . ,
The electronic calculations 
were based on sightings 
Alaska and Australia.
CODE SIGNALS 
Meanwhile, there were these 
other developments:
1. A Russian scientist visiting 
In the United States said he be­
lieves the satellite is reporting 
atmospheric temperatures by ra­
dio, with the length of the “beep" 
signal as a code. A. A. Blagon­
ravov made the statement in an 
interview with the New York 
Times in which he also suggest­
ed that a U.S. device for analyz­
ing atmosphere be sent up in a 
Soviet satellite.
2., U.S. authorities announced 
plans to step up training of vis­
ual observers "duo to the pres­
ence in our skies of the test satel­
lite launched by the Soviet 
Union.”
3. Dr. Lloyd Berkner, vice- 
chairman of the international 
committee for the International 
Geophysical Year, said the Rus­
sian satellite indicates the So­
viets may have the capability of 
sending a ballistic missile to New 
York if they can aim it accurate-
Observation of the satellite is
complicated by the fact that 
there are two satellites— t̂he regu­
lar sphere and the rocket used 
to launch the globe into its orbit, 
The Russians have said the 
rocket is flying through space in 
about the same orbit as the Sput­
nik, though about 620 miles away 
from the satellite.
Dr. Whipple said at Cambridge 
that he does not believe the ac­
tual satellite itself but only the 
rocket section has been seen.
Dagger all-weather jet inter­
ceptor at the moment of fir­




By ALTON L. BLAKESLEE 
Associated Press Science Editor
NEW YORK (A P l-A  strange 
new moon stamped ‘‘Made in 
Russia" is raqlng around toe 
world over the heads of startled, 
puzzled people.' *
The Russians cahnly say tocyTl 
soon give this baby moon a 
brother. They hint of bigger sur­
prises to  come. They even 'talk  
of landing on the moon in a  few 
years.
Questions flood , forth. What 
does it mean? How can a moon 
be hung in the sky? Does It spell 
good or evil?
About two years ago, Russia 
and the United States each said 
it would tackle baby moon pr<> 
grams. There’s nothing mysteri 
ous in how yod do it.
• You sling-shot the moon up 
high enough, fast enough, in toe 
right direction or angle.
Powerful rockets, firing and 
then dropping off in stages to 
boost toe speed, are the sling,; 
The moon is cradled in the nose.
■The rocket first rises straight 
up. T'htm.its flight is controlled 
so it CU0 CS and flies parallel'to 
the earto a t a pre-selected alti­
tude. Now the final rocket fifes, 
shoving tbe moon forward, then 
letting it go.
The tremendous speed keeps 
the moon going, with no more 
gas” needed.
The speed is critical. Shoot the 
moon forward a t only 10,000 miles 
an hour and gravity hauls it back 
to earto, as with a baseball. 
Shoot it 18,000 miles an hour and 
the moon gets in balance with 
gravity.
TRIES TO PULL IT
Gravity tries to pull it back, 
but only succeeds in making it 
curve around the earth. That’s
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Vancouver Official Claims Red 
Moon Not Sending Information
THIS GUY FIGURES DONALD DUCK 
IS PILOTING THE-RED SATELLITE
V A N C O U V E R  (C P ) —  A  new description of the 
Russian satellite’s radio sijgnal has been given by a Van­
couver man who says he heard it without the aid of a radio 
receiver.
The man said he heard ‘‘a blend of peeps like a lot of 
dogs barking in the distance or ducks quacking as they flew 
overhead.”
He dismissed the experience until he heard a broad­
cast recording of the satellite’s signal.
“It  was exactly the same sound,” he said.
NEW YORK (AP)—Russian re ­
ports now suggest that their moon
carries several eyes arid ears to I VANCOUVER (CP) — V. J. 
explore secrets of space and Read, officer in charge of the
earth. department of transport radio
It would be radioing back in rsdio monitoring station here,
code what it learns. said Ilussias xnan-made moon
various Soviet reports Indicate scien-
Sputnik is measuring t e m p e r a - ^  powerful
'" ta v n IS s m *  a "n f o e t o a t S l  r S e i v ^  s S, “  perhaps cos Lgig the sateUite every 95
mic rays. 1 minutes.
At first Sputnik was said to jjr . R. W. Stewart, associate 
carry only batteries and radio professor of physics at toe Uni­
equipment so could send out yersity of B.C., said Mr. Read’s 
signals needed to learn its path 
orbit. A Russian rocket sci- 
eritist. Dr. A. A. Blagonravov, at­
tending a meeting in Washington, 
said he thought it was a simple 
moon, doing only that job.
But he said Russia had two 
moons ready to shoot'at the time.
And it’s possible the first gputnik 
to go aloft was the more complex 
one.
Now Dr. Blagonravov says he
Australia Expert Claims Reds 
Are Talking To Their Satellite
WOOMERA, Australia (AP) — 
An Australian electronic author­
ity says Russia appeared to send 
a “ now tell us what you know” 
message to its moon Sunday and 
the satellite apparently answered.
The Australians were unable 
to listen in on what the moon was 
telling because "we haven’t  got 
toe code,” he added.
The expert was John Dowling, 
officer in charge of the Aus­
tralian International Geophysical 
Year program at Woomera. He 
based his view on a film record 
of the signal he took Sunday.
, Stretching oitfcn roll of film, he 
showed first hovv the regular Rus­
sian signal was recorded.
“Then,” he added, “there Is 
this continuous signal that might 
have been an interrogation sig­
nal. Then there are pulses that 
could be answers.Then the regu­
lar beep begins again.
“You can’t  say where the in 
terrogation signal came from, 
could have, been from the Ant­
arctic, where Russian scientists 
are sta^jjn,ed.”
NOT MESSAGES
SEATTLE (AP) — William 
Tiffany, director of toe Phonetics 
Laboratory at toe yniversity 
Washington, said . that radio sig­
nals from the Russial earth satel­
lite are not messages.
Tiffany said recordings of the 
signals had been analyzed with 
a sound spectograph and the 
“sound pattern is too regular to 
Indicate toe use of code or the 
transmission of messages.”
information indicated that West­
ern scientists would receive little 
information from the satellite.
Dr. Stewart said toe satellite 
could contain a device which re 
corded information and transmit­
ted it to radio stations in Russia 
in reply to a secret call sign.
“About all Western scientists 
will learn is something of densi­
ties in the upper atmosphere,” 
he said. "And they can only do 
tWs if they succeed in acciurately 
plotting its orbit.”
Baby Moon's Flight In Space 
Not Mysterious To Science
NEW YORK (AP)—What keeps I air Is so thin toe moon would 
a baby moori up ̂  the sky? | keep going for a few weeks, may-
Why did the Russians c h o o s e i „
thinks the moon is measurmgUhe height they did. And'how did ^ , . . .
temperatures in space. they get It up there? The higher the altitude of the
E a r li^  a  Russian scientist in The answers are not mysteri- orbit, the longer the moon flies.
Moscow said it  was counting hits Q^s gR, Doirig-it is tricky. The altitude and orbit are de-
by meteors in space. xo get a moon up you lift it t-rm ined by the final speed given I something about toe shape of toe
It would have to radio such in- high into toe air with a power-Lj roriket, and The direction earth arid how to improve the 
formation ^  c ^ e ,  , ful m u lti-^ g e  rocket. The rocketLj. gt ^hich it’s set free, launching or behavior of future!
scientists say Sputmks igj-gs so that finally is is flying I That ansle determines how moons.
Inear and far it comes to the | Russia has another moon ready |
why our real moon keeps swing­
ing around toe earth. If ^  coud 
shut off gravity,, toe r ia l moon 
and baby moon would shoot 
away in a straight line.
Shoot toe moon a t 25,000 miles 
an hour and it thumbs its nose 
at earth’s gravity. It escapes and 
goes' roaming through the uni­
verse.
The fantastically thin amount 
of a ir finally slows the moon 
down — after days, weeks or 
years—and it spirals down into 
the thick atmosphere to burn up 
and disappear like a shooting 
star.
Successfully hanging a moon 
in the sky is, of course, exquisite­
ly difficult. Everjtoing must 
work just right.
STUNNED THE WORLD
Russia said little (n advance.! 
Until toe stunning news last Fri­
day that a moon weighing 184 
pounds was speeding around the 
earth at a 560-mile height every 
hour and a half. It's  a ball 23 
inches wide.
How did they do it? Why no 
advance notice?
"We do .not brag about plans 
in advance, we wait until the ex 
periment is successful,” said So­
viet scientists.
Until' Russia discloses her 
story, there are only the guesses 
and viewpoints of experts. Listing 
some:
She wedded her moon effort to 
her military rocket program
BOOSTER STAGE
A big help.was using toe boost­
er stage of her recently-announ­
ced rocket which Russia says 
could deliver an H-bomb any­
where in toe world.
She concentrated whatever tal­
ent and money was needed with­
out regard to cost.
Her success means she has ex­
cellent rocketry and guidance 
mechanisms.
Some observers think she 
waited until her moon was up 
before giving any Inkling of the 
attempt. A failure would be im  
barrassing, though explainable 
due to difficult pioneering. 
SENDS RADIO s ig n a l s  
The moon is broadcasting ra ­
dio signals. These are being used 
to determine toe exact orbit.
One Soviet expert says it con­
tains only batteries and toe radio 
voice equipment to track it. But 
another says that it is also coimt- 
ing the cosmic dust or meteorites 
it whams into in space. It could 
be radioing that Imowledge back 
in a code.
Accurate observations of the 
flight path can tell much about 
the thinness of air in space
And Moscow saya'future moons 
will be bigger and heavier. All 
this has many other pieoplc won- 
tlons.dering arid asking quasi
Then toe final stage^ of the I grth in its orbit.known only to the Russians.
This code seems to be broad-1 rocket fires off, kicking the moon 
cast continuously. The Russians L ^ g y  tremendous speed,
could also send a command sig- jf the moon travels at, say, 
nal for Sputnik to talk to earth Lply 12,000 miles an hour, the
only when it is passing over Rus- earth’s gravity quickly pulls it
sic- . down to deaths
Now Moscow radio says Sput-Lr-<i>T m  Tfaiv 
nik is learning new things about *̂ “ “  *” “ ” ** . , 
the electro-magnetic South Pole, ^ t  if the spwd Is 18 ,(^  miles 
How this Information is being an hour, the ea rth s  gravity coun­
learned by Soviet scientists track-terbalances_ the moons spera,
ing Sputnik in toe Antarctic'Is P u i^ S  ^  
not explained. to j ly  off in a straight direction
Sputnik might carry a magnet- Result Is the m ain toes m a 
ometer to measure changes in
the earth’s magnetic field. A earth. If you could suddenly 
planned U.S. moon will do tois.Uc™ off gravity, toe moon would 
Or some information might be t®*® , ,
learned by toe way the radio Th®J® ® little air to ^ a c e  
waves brbadcast by Sputnik'^e- U'®^^® *coon is not slowed down 
haved as they came to earth near j 
the magnetic pole.
One advantage of Sputnik’s or­
bit for scientific studies is that 
it brings it nearer toe north and 
south magnetic poles than U.S. 
moons wiU go.
PHARMACY WEEK
Pharmacy Week Is observed 
annually by the 'retail and 
hospital pharmacists of Cana­
da and the United States early 
in the month of October. Dur­
ing this week they honor their 
pharmacist colleagues in ma-1 
nufacturing and research and 
try to tell you a little more 
about the profession to w hichj 
they belong.
Apothecaries in olden days 
guarded their secrets diligent­
ly. The modern pharmacist ] 
makes no mystery of his dis­
pensing skill. The thing he 
guards is your health through 
his accurate compounding of 
prescriptions and safe storage 
of drugs.
Young people today who wish 
to enter pharmacy may do so. 
The only factor considered is 
the high calibre of their stu­
dies. There are many branches 
to the profession of pharmacy 
besides retailing: hospilal, re­
search, teaching, manufactur­
ing, control, medical* detailing. 
The retail pharmacist is the 
m an who meets the public, he 
is toe man behind the pres­
cription counter in your phar- 
qgacy.
When he fills your prescrip­
tion, remember the many 
pharmacists behind the scenes 
who have brought this medi­
cine to yoq., Pharmacy Week 
pays homage to the great heri­
tage of the past and looks to­
ward the brighter horizons of 
new and more wonderful life­
saving drugs which pharma­
cists around the world are find­
ing, studying, testing a t this 
moment.




"Whero All Kelowna Savea”
I to go “in the nearest future."
R E P E A T  O F F E R
SCHOOL OFFICIAL ANGERED
M a te  B lo c k s  L e a d e r
by friction. But there is 
enough air so that ultimately the 
moon begins to  lose speed, and 
gravity says to it to effect, now| 
come home and back to earth.
If the moon got going 25,0001 
miles an hour, it could thumb its! 
nose a t earth’s gravity, and es­
cape Into space, never coming! 
back.
FLY ANY HEIGHT
Moons can fly a t almost anyl 
altitude. The Russians apparent- 
ly c h o s j^ a rM a lt^ ^
ELECTRICGENERAL
ULTRA VISION TV
Today's Most Advanced 
TV Receiver
By RELMAN MORIN
LITTLE ROCK. Ark. (AP) — 
A more thoroughly ringry. haras­
sed and sorrowing man than 
Virgil T. Blossom would be hard 
to find today.
Blo.ssotri is superintendent of 
schools in Little Rock and archi­
tect of the “ LlUlc Rock plan" de­
signed to integrate Its schools.
ilo worked on it for three years, 
inching cnrofuUy toward a solu­
tion of too thousand-and-one 
problems. U was the hai«lo.tt Job 
of Ws Uto. Two toonths ago, he 
iliought ho had it licked.
Tlicn enmo disaster.
On the night of Sept. It, the 
night before Central High School 
reopened for the fall term, Gov. 
Ofval Fniibus suddenly put nn 
tlonoV guardsmen around the higfc 
school. His orders—keep \out Ne- 
groos.
' T’tio “ Little Rock plan”  went up 
th*! cWmney.
Virgil BUrssom .is a big man 
He litanda six feet three, weighs 
2V) iwunds, Is n former director 
of nlhtctlcs. Uo will b« 51 this 
m o n th . He I* tonW ed and has 
two daughtcra, H dto Hue. 10, and 
tlall, lA llte was tx«m to Brook- 
Held. Me. ^
' .A YANKBIS, ,
Tito Capitol Citizens Council. 
hu:d*coro scgrcgatlonlal organlz- 
atom, likes to hnr|) on the fa d  
that Brookfield Is “ right next to 
too Iowa Itoe.” This, to their 
le'iHonlng, m akes, Blossom 
YAk'rp.'* n foreigner who does 
j. ' umleratanrf Arkan,<sos, a l  
* though ho wclA to the University 
of Arkansas uivd hits lived to the 
state ntore than »0 years.
. lllosisour futys no attention. He’s 
n  stubbom lighter.
With candid pride, 
the plan ho devised:
“It is airtight legally. I t  pre­
serves cducationM.standards for 
all students. We think its too best 
plan put forward yet. The par­
ent-teachers associations arc 
ready to stand up and bo counted 
right now.
“So it’s certain to bo advanced 
to other communities in the 
south. That’s why the segrega­
tionists *810 fighting it so hard, 
It leaves them with np valid nrgU' 
ments." '
Blossom started working on it 
to May, 1054.
At that time, the school board 
announced it would comply with 
too Superemo Court decision de­
claring segregation unconstitu­
tional, But Blossom said then, 
and stUl soys, time la the all- 
toiportont factor^
The essentiala of the plan arc
1. Phasing integration over an 
unspecified period of years. It be­
gins with the high schools, then 
applies to Junior high schools, and 
finally too orimary grades.
2. Scheduung it in term s of fi 
nances, facilities and problems 
toat develop as the process moves 
forward.
It has a imique third feature, 
Any sttotent, white or Negro, 
who by reason of his addreAi 
would normally be assigned to 
school where bis race Is In the 
minority, is permUtcil to go out 
of his district and enrol to one 
which has a. majority of his rac;o.
INTERESTING RESULT 
The {result was interesting. 
This fall, all S28 White students 
in the predominately Negro area 
around Horace Mann High School 
elected to go to Central,
he says of versa, of the 200 Negroes in the 
Central High area, 191 chose Hor­
ace Mann. >
Only too “Little Rock nine” ap­
plied for permission to enter the 
overwhelmingly white. Central 
High School,
‘Tvo always said the majority 
of people do not want Integra­
tion,” snys Blossom, “But our 
ob on toe school board is to com 
ply with the law os set forth by 
the Supremo Court."
The National Association for the 
Advancement of Colored People
twice challenged toe “Little Rock 
plan” In the courts. The NAACP 
petitioned for total integration, at 
once, in all grades.
U.S. district Judge John E. 
Miller, ruling against the NAACP, 
approved the plan as It stood. He 
is an Arkansan—not, as Fnubus 
described U.S. district Judge 
"Bonald N. Davies, an “import­
ed Judge.”
The NAACP challenged again 
last April npd the eighth Circuit 
Court of Appeals uphold Miller 
and too school board.
P A R A M O U N T PHONE3111
BUY BOOK nCKETS ANI^ B^VE -  PHObfB S ill 
NO W  SHO W ING  Monday; Tuesday, Wednesday 
Oct. 7 , 8  and 9 Twice nightly 7:00 and 9:05
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A D O LT E N T E R T A IN M E N t O N L Y  
C O M IN G  TH U R S D A Y
Elvis Presley in "10V IN 6 Y O r
BOYD DRIVE-IN 
THEATRE





With liOrt Neltion, John Smith 
and Chuck Connoru 
Teenage terrorists, tearing up 
toe street. Violence, Rytoym, 
Blues, Rock •N’ Roll, with 






m il o d r a m a *
v t tk  « M m * Bewilag, Joan 
Tisyier itod Helen Gilbert 
Man-hungry women hreak 
freedom during a M r y e - i  
tcring Earthquake. A revela­
tion of truth about glrla behind 
the Prison Bara,
"SaYffle”
W ith every engineering feature to g!vc you 
perfect tone and life-like picture clarity 
in every area.
Plus These Exclusive 
G.E. Features
.  STRATOPOW ERCM ASSIS
•  26-TU B E PERFO RM ANCE
•  D IP  SO LDERED CHASSIS
•  TO P FR O N T T U N IN G
•  T W IN  H I-F I SPEAKERS
•  NEW  "D Y N O C ” F IN IS H
•  E X C L U S IV E  “U N ITR O L”
■:*r
BY POPULAR D E M A N D  W l  ARE A G A Ir t  OFFERING  
T H IS  TREM ENDO US S A V IN G !
Reg. Value 399.00
Save $100  
NOW ONLY
$ 2 9 9 0 0
L lM ltE b  Q U A N TI[TY
TERMS AS LOW AS 4 U  PJR DAY
OPEN F R ID A Y  N IT E  T IL L  9  P ,M ,
BARR & ANDERSON
594 BERNARD A V K .
m l ..................
(INTERIOR) LTD. PHONE 3039
